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Warsr.w. July 1. A terror-strickegovernor, a disorganized police force,
the czai'a authority defied, assassination striking at the opportune' moment; that 1b Warsaw at the present
The situation In the city is
time
unique In Russian history. All the
governing officials are In dally fear of
their Uvea, many of them are resigning their offices, and those who remain are Impotent to stamp out the
veiled Insurrection that exists In Poland's capital.
The town la practically controlled
by the Socialists; they aie. the rulers In everything but name, and they
direct what the police shall do or
shall not do, exacting more obedience
than Is given to the orders of the St.
Many of
Petersburg bureaucracy.
these Socialists are Jews.
Since the fateful Vladimir day In
St, Petersburg there has been formed
In Warsaw an almost pel feet terrorist organization. A brigade of Socialists has been recruited, numbering
n
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They are men sworn to put a stop
s laboring
classes, and they have succeeded in
their oliject. Political spying and
attempts to disband the working
men s organisation have ceased, and
the police In Warsaw are slmpiy ex
ercising their functions of guarding
the city against cilminalg and male

,

J

i

to the wrongs of Poland

factors.

Owing to the continual attempts of
the Socialists upon the lives of police
officers who have tried to Interfere
with the worklngmen's organization,
a panic exists In the force such as has
bad no counterpart in Poland since
the Russian occupation of the country.
During the past five months 400 policemen have resigned from the force,
fearing that if they did not leave the
city they would be assassinated. It
lias been absolutely impossible to secure men to take the places of the
departed constables, and the Waisaw
'

police department, which has a normal roll of 1,000 men, bas at the
present time less than 600.
Lieutenant "Gontarew, one of the
higher police officials, who was sentenced to death by the Socialists, has
become mad through fear, and Is now
In the Warsaw military hospital. Lleu- -

.

THESR ARB THREE "MEMBERS Or THE BODY OUARD OP THE
GOVT3RNOR GENERAL. OF WARSAW. THEY ARE COSSACKS
FROM
CIRCASSIA, THE MOST COLD BLOODED AND FIENDISH SOLDIERS
"
,
IN THE WORLD.
.
tenant Gontarew's chief, Captain Lan- - showing himself In " the Warsaw
kow, who was also sentenced to streets that he refuses to even go to
death, applied for leave of absence church on court days. He Is Just now
'

a little time aaro. and has denarted
from Warsaw for an Indefinite period.
Following his example, other, police
captains put In urgent demands for
leave.
General Maxlmovlch. the covmnr
general of Poland, dare not show himself In the public streets, and he
dwells Dracticallv Ja nrlnrvnnr citTior
in one of his Warsaw residences or
Just outside of the city.
He is surrounded constantly by a
body guard of Cticasslon Cossncka
and no one Is permitted to enter the
palace grounds except under escort.
General Maxlmovlch is so fearful of

SECRETARY

AH

Was

Considered Well, the Family Failed to Reach
Room in Time. to Bid Him Farewell.

e

bed-Bid-

PRE8IDENT SHOCKED AT
THE UNEXPECTED TIDINGS
July 1. President
Bay,
Oyster
Roosevelt was shocked and grieved
inexpresiably at the death of secretary Hay. When the president was
at Cambridge, Mass., on Wednesday,
he had a consultation with Dr. Jackson, of Boston, who had been summoned to the bedside of Secretary
Hay at tbe incipiency of his illneBS.
Assurances were given by Dr. Jackson that tbe consulting physicians
agieed with him in the expression
of the opinion that the secretary's
4
condition was not dangerous.
President Roosevelt, bad felt since
Secretary Hay went abroad In tbe
spring that he might never actively
resume bis onerous duties as secretary of state, but when Mr. Hay returned to Washington, his condition
was so greatly Improved that both he
and tbe piesident hoped that with a
summer rest at Lake Sunapee he
might be able fur a time at least to
direct the state department.
The dfath of the secretary was entirely une;ected, and comes as a personal beieavement to the president.
With hiin the president was on terms
of the warmest personal friendship.
Tbe secretary was a personal friend
of Mr, Roosevelt's father, and had
known tbe president from childhood.
It Is reagrded as likely that the
funeral services will be held in Washington, but interment will take place
la Cleveland. Ohio, Mr. Hay's old

home.
that no
named.
turn of

It is regarded
as probable
immediate successor will be
It is not unlikely that on reSucietary Taft from the far
eastern trip, that he may be appointed secretary of state, but nothing definite at this time can be said.
PRESIDENT TELEGRAPHS
SYMPATHY TO MRS. HAY.
Oyster
Bay, July 1. President
Roosevelt has sent the following to
Mrs. Hay:
"I cannot believe the dreadful
news. Pray accept our deepest sympathy In your terrible bereavement.
I do not know
how to express my
soi row.

"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
WASHINGTON HEARS WITH
PROFOUND SORROW.
Washington, July 1. Notable as a
statesman and diplomat, whose official activities brought him conspicuously before the public for many
years, the news of the death of Secretary Hay was received here with
the most profound regret. Although
aware of the delicate condition of
Mr. Hay's health, there was general
expectation that he would rally and
that a long stay In the New Hampshire mountains would in a measure
lestore bis health. Mr. Hay was
never of a robust constitution, but by
scrupulous care he was able to keep
In fairly good health. While bis official duties were congenial to
him,
yet because of his somewhat Impaired physical condition be was reluctant to remain In the cabinet, and
did so only at the urgent solicitation
of President Roosevelt.
SECRETARY TAFT AND
PARTY GREATLY GRIEVED.
Wheeling, W. Va July 1. Secretary Taft and party, who left Washington last night, en route to San
Francisco, on a Philippine trip, heaid
or Secretary Hay's death at Benwood
Junction early today. Mr. Taft said
the death was a great shock to him,
and other members of the party were
grieved beyond expression. It was believed the death would stop the Philippine trip, but Mr. Taft said he would
be guided by the desires of the president.

BASE BALL
The Las Vegas Blues will come
tonight for a series of three
games with the Browns. It is rumored that Charles Daniel bas left the
Blues and gone to Clifton, Ariz. Char-- '
lie is an old favorite in Albuquerque,
and if this rumor is true his shining
countenance will be missed by some,
of the Duke City's fair ones, at least.
The line-uof both teams was given,
In The Citizen yesterday.
Starr will
do the twirling for the Browns, and
it is said that be will appear to a
much better advantage
than two
weeks ago, when the Blues took two
straight from the Browns. Pettus is
coming down from Madrid and will
catch. Matney and Lyons will most,
likely be the battery for the Blues.
Games will be played on Monday
and Tuesday, also. The admission
will be fifty cents.
down
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THOMAS HUGHES

HAY DIES

So Rapidly Did Death Approach Where

at his country seat about for miles
from Warsaw.
He left Warsaw at
the dead of night, tiaveled through
the streets at top speed in a closed
carriage to the railway station, and
boarded immediately a pecia4 train
which steamed away. No one knew
until the next day that the governor
had left Warsaw.
There have been at least thirty assassinations of various police and
similar officials In Warsaw within the
past few months, besides numerous
unsuccessful attempts at assassinapolicemen are now
tion. Twenty-fivreceiving medical attendance as

THE. FUNERAL OF

ALMOST IN A MOMENT

Newbury, N. H., July 1. John Hay,
secretary of state, died today at his
home on the shore of Lake Sunapee.
The hour of bis passing was 12:25
this morning. His last moments
were peaceful and without a struggle.
The suddenness of It was staggering.
At midnight all was quiet. Then
There
came a call for physicians.
minwas a collapse, and twenty-fivwas
over. Death was
utes alter, all
caused by pulmonary embolism.
t Dr. Scudder, who was at the
said that last night Mr. Hay
bade his wife and the doctor a cheerful goodnight, and fell into a rest
ful sleep. The nurse at the bedside:
felt assured that the patient was on
the road to recovery.
At midnight and in a moment of
time, this was all changed. Mr. Hay
awoke, breathing quick and In a labored manner. In feeble tones he
called. The nurse immediately summoned Di. Scudder from the adjoining room. Heroic remedies were applied, but they were futile, and Mrs.
Hay was called. She was soon at the
bedside, but the patient's eyeb weie
already dull, and he seemed unconscious. Dissolution arrived so rapidly that the son and daughter had
sot time to reach the room.
Orief and consternation threw the
household Into confusion and it was
two hours befoie Dr. Scudder was
house. He was
. able to leave the
driven to the village, where shortly
after 3 o'clock the tidings of Mr.
Hay's death were dispatched to tue
president, to the state department and
to the world at large.
The doctor officially informed the
Associated Press that death was due
to "pulmonary embolism," or a foim
of heart disease.

1

Occur Tomorrow Afternoon at O'clock "at tWiT
Ave Methodist Church.

Will

BURIAL

AT FAIRVItW

CEMETERY

Hon. Thomas HugheB, whose death
was chronicled In these columns yesterday afternoon, will be buriel In
Falrview cemetery the city of tbe
dead on the mesa tomorrow afternoon, and tbe funeral services will be
conducted at the Lead Avenue Methodist church, an edifice be helped,
with bis time, money and pen to
make one of the most sacred and
beautiful Templej of God in this city.
In accordance with tne request of
the dead editor, statesman and politician the burial will be a Masonic
one, with a Knights Templar escort,
and, in pursuance thereof, a casket
emblematic of Masonry will hold his
remains.
It Is a full broadcloth
state casket; similar to one In which
President McKlnley was burled, with
canopy raised plate top, carved corners, full exoide and gold handles.
and
The words "Knight Templar"
"Thomas Hughes" are engraved on
tbe name plate, with stiver Masonic
emblems on each end.
The Masons will, In accordance to
subjoined notice, proceed from their
hali at 1:30 tomorrow (Sunday) afterresidence
noon to the
at the corner of Walter street and
Gold avenue, and with the Knights
Templar escort, tbe solemn cortege
will convey the remains to the
This
church.
Avenue Methodist
cortege will leave tbe residence at
2:30 p. m. and services will be commenced at the church at 3 o'clock.
Rev. Thomas Harwood, a plonoer of
this city and for twenty odd years
a friend of the deceased, will be in
by
Rev. Wlibur
charge, assisted
Flske.
Mrs. A. E. Schwenker, nee Miss
Maude Summers, will sing a solo,
and a quartette, composed of M. C.
Nettleton, Charles Doven, Mrs. E. L.
Washburn and Mrs. 8chwenker, will
sing several appropriate songs.
The pall bearers selected are all
members of Temple lodge, No. 6, A.
F. A. M., as follows: W. H. Greer,
A. E. Walker, John Borradaile. Governor E. S. Stover, Dr. G. W. Harrison and N. BL Stevens.
The Knights Templar escort as follows: Dr. E. J. Alger, Ed Lembke,
Thos. Isherwood, Ed. L. Medler, C. F.
Myers,
Dr. J. F.
Frank McKee,
Pearce. J. J. Sheridan, W. H. Hahn,
W. P.
Fox. Dr. L. Chamberlin
will be captain general In command
Tbe members ot tbe
of tbe escort.
escort are requested to meet at the
ball at 0 o'clock Sunday morning to
receive Instructions.
Regular Masonic services will be
conducted at tbe grave in Falrview
cemetery-The floral tributes will be numerous, and Undertaker F. H. Strong,
who will have charge of the burial,
has provided an independent vehicle
for these floral esteems from the
friends of the deceased.
John F. Ingram, of Wellington
Kan., who recently purchased the Ab- ner Johnson ranch in the Luna valley In central New Mexico, arrived
In the city last night and will at
once go to the ranch. Mr. Ingram
will devote his
time to breeding
standard and thoroughbred stock and
will sell them to the eastern market
and California. The ranch comprises
several thousand acres and bas about
2,500 head of horses on it.
grief-stricke-

n

THIS IS' THE CENTRAL QUARTER OF THE CITY OF WARSAW, POLAND. IT IS CALLED THE "CRACOW FAUBOURG," AND THE
IT IS THE PLACE WHERE RIOTING ALWAYS OCCURS WtHEN MOBS BREAK L008B.
result of attacks made oa mem.
The Socialist leaders .javo eutlre
Z , T
J(l" "'J"m
control over their subo,,ynates, and
rioting and violence against private
vW
,
individuals does not take place. Any
'
1. , '
Socialist found 'plundering is immediately shot by bis fellows..,
Since the Socialists have come to
the front during the past few months
crimes have materially decreased in
Warsaw. Only recently the Socialist
Jews made a' concerted attack on the
of
gambling houses, establishments
vice, and usure. a In their quarters,
and demolished everything fjund in
the bouses, driving tre Mnhnoltants
into the streets and forcing many of
them to leave the city. - V
r
The police fid nothlngto prevent
VT '...
this outbreak, having had previous
'
j.
rs
warning that If they stepped in, a
certain number among lhem would
1 I
i
be killed..'
The Warsaw employers !! ! private
1SH QUARTER ABUTS ON IT.

r

r

55

1

It.

"

genera-ll-

thing tntjy can becretly V tccm. age
the activity of the Socialists.

THE ROYAL CHATEAU IN WARSAW; , UOMtt OF THW TEiUlOR-

-

STRIjkSN

RUSSIAN GOVERNOR.

T
MORE MUTINY

CHINA WILL

INTERVIEW WITH

STOP BOYCOTT "'AMONG SEAMEN
After Much Urging

ernment Orders

Gov-

Ag-

itation to Cease.

COL H. A. JASTRO

Russian Black Sea Fleet
Said to be in

Facts as to Cost and Operation of a Modern and
up to Date Water System

Revolt.

at This Time.

TRACY TO THE PHILIPPINES BUT GOVERNOR OF ODESSA

Santa Fe Indicted for Con Holds the Situation There
Well in
Hand
tempt in InjuncJust Now.
tion Case.
PACKING

HOUSES

ARE

INDICTED

Washington, July 1. The Chinese
government has taken steps to stop
lean agitation and boythe
cott against American goods. Minister Rockbill at Pekin today, cabled
the state department, that after rerepresentation
peated and urgent
lroui the American legation, orders
had been issued from the Chinese
toreign offices to all viceroys and
governors in the empire to cease the
agitation and the atboycott against American
tempted
untl-Am-

RUSSIA NAMES ANOTHER DELEGATE

London July 1. A private
has been received hero from
Odessa, saying:
The men of the secocd battleship
have mutinied.
I can see no possibility of early resumption of work.
The position undoubtedly i critical.
be'.e-gra- m

and $100,000, the latter amount maktutor
ing ample
for
pi o vision
growth.

of The
Citizen
called last evening upon H. A. Jastro,
at the Alvaiado, where he Is spending a fow days, and had a pleasant
talk with him concerning the Bakers-fiel- d
water system, which is owned
by a company that Mr. Jastro reprefrom
sents. Tbe reporter leained
Mr. Jastro that In California a franchise Is not required for a water
works system. Any man can put In
a plant who may wish to do so, pro
as
In
vided be leave tbe streets
good condition as he found them.
There was in Bakersfield an antiquated Holly system plant line, but
this did not dissuade Mr. Jastro fiom
plant. He
putting in an
explained to The Citizen man that the
iioily system first pumps tbe water
into a reservoir, whence It is dis
tributed through the plant by the
force of gravity. In other words, the
water is first pumped up to some
high position, tbe cost ot pumping In
creasing with every foot of elevation,
In orde. that It may run down again.
The modern system consists in pumping the water directly from the wells
Into the mains, thus avoiding unnec
essary expense In lifting the water;
also avoiding tbe possibilities of contamination, which are inseparable
from an open reservoir; and furthermore, avoiding the heating of the
water, which the reset voir invariably and necessarily produces.
While talking upon this last point,
C. P. Lupton, the new trainmaster at
Winslow, but a former resident of
Bakersfield, came up and confirmed
A representative

MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP

WASHINGTON INFORMATION
CONFIRMS THE REPORT
Washington, July 1. The Russian
Rlack Sea fleet Is reported to bave
mutinied.
American Consul Heenan
goods.
at Odessa has cabled the state department as follows: "Fleet reported
TO SUPREME BENCH
in mutiny; two battleships here,
IN THE PHILIPPINES.
and another."
Oyster Bay, July 1. Judge James
F. Tracy, of Albany, N. Y.. was today GOVERNOR OF ODESSA
appointed associate Justice of the suMASTER OF SITUATION
preme court of the Philippine Islands.
Paris, July 1. A dispatch to Havas'
agency from Odessa confirms the prePROCEEDINGS BEGUN
AGAINST SANTA FE. vious report to the effect that the
Kansas City, Mo., July 1. Contemit crew of the Knlas Potemklne have
proceedings against the Santa Fe been transferred to other verse's of
The dispatch
Railway company, charging that cor- tbe Black Sea fleet.
poration with being guilty of violat- adds that the governor of Odessa Is
ing the injunction issued at Kansas master of the situation.
24,
Uity by Judge Phillips. March
TO HEAR OF
11402, restraining tbe road from giving WAITING
JAPANESE ACTION
rebates, was tiled In the United
St. Peterurg. July 1. M. Mura-vlet- the statement that
the water at
States district court here today, at
Russian ambassador at Rome, Bakersfield Is deliciously pure and as
the instigation of Milton D. Puidy, of
delegacold as ice water.
Washington, D. C, assistant attorney will le chief of the Russia
tion at the peace conference in AuMr. Jastro also stated that Bakers-fiel- d
general.
gust.
Is situated in tbe valley of the
His name has been forwarded
to Washington, but no further Rus- Ke:n river, much as Albuquerque is
EIGHTEEN OFFICIALS
will be named situated in tbe valley of tbe Rio
OF PACKING HOUSES. sian representatives
Chicago, July 1 Indictments were until the size of Japan's delegation li Grande; that the water plant Includes
persons,
eight wells in different parts of the
four ascertained.
voted against eighteen
town, which vary in depth from fifty
of whom are oihclaU of the packing
grand
Jury FAMOUS CORRESPONDENT
to eighty-fivcompanies, by tbe federad
feet. Each well la protoday. This ended the Investigation
vided with a pump, and electricity is
power employed, while two men
which has lasted over three months,
TO SPEND SUNDAY HERE the
are sufficient to look after twelva
and brought out the testimony of over
such welln.
100 witnesses.
William E. Curtis, corespondent of
"In Bakersfield," said Mr. JaBtro,
One indictment of more than sixty
Record-Hcoverand
Chicago
aid
the 4tKAA Id rn ri.i:t rllnt nut limn tha'
tbe
typewritten pages was voted,
ing charges including combination in man who has signed bis name to use of water for Irrigation purposes,
restiaint of trade, conspiracy t. mo- more articles than any other writer except that an open hose cannot be
nopolize trade and receiving anc in the country, is scheduled to arrive used. But the people are encourin Albuquerque tonight and will spend aged to use all the. water they can
granting rebates.
The trials of those under Indict- Sunday viewing the nights of the day and night, the. rate being one
ment will probably begin in the July city. He is traveling with W. H. cent per frout foot per month, for the
term of the district court. The Null- Simpson ad vei Using agent of the more the city U beautified the more
ed States district attorney's otfice, al- Santa Ke railroad, and is on bis way we are benefited."
When asked what he thought such
though somewhat reticent, admitted to San Francisco, where he will Join
that the heads of the chief packing Secretary of War Taft and partyj a plant could be established for In
companies are on the Indictment who will sail on July 4th for the Phil Albuoueraue. he rvtilled that tha nut
ippines.
'should not exceed between $75,000
list.
n

FAVORS

EX-MAY-

I

A representative of The Citlaea
O.. N. Matron at
called on
his office thia morning' and requested
him to give his views on the water
Mr. Marion talked as folquestion.
lows:
"The question of municipal ownership of the water works and thai
control and distribution ot this most
important public utility bas been aa
attractive one ever since I have bad
This questo do with public affairs.
tion was discussed considerably during the time I was mayor of tbe city
were bad
and several conferences
with the late A. A. Grant, telatlve to
the taking over of the water plaai
by the city, but we never got very lav
In tbe matter."
"What, In your opinion, Mr. Mar-rois the sentiment of this com
munity, as to municipal ownersnip ot
its water works?" asked The Citlxaa
representative.
,
"I bave investigated
this matter
quite thoroughly," answeied Mr. M'ar-ro"and have talked with a great
number of people on the subject, and
In my opinion the sentiment la overwhelmingly In favor of the city own
lug and controlling the water works.
Aud why should this not be sol
It
has been tried in a great number ot
cities and with success.
Thia community U aa intelligent and publie
sentiment Is as good as can be found
In any oilier community of like alx
anywhere, and I am not one ot thoae
who fear tbe people having their own
way. even to the control, operatic
ami owue.ship or the public utilities.
"Is there auy way, in your opinion,
Mr. Marron, whereby the city caa
put Into practical operation the municipal control aud owuership of ita
water supply and thus yield presently
to the sentiment
or
which, you.

peakf

"1 see no Insuperable barrier totals," replied the gentleman.
"My
Idea is that when there is anything
pi easing to be done la to go at it and
do it.
This question cau be settled
uow aud tor all time as well as at
some vague future date.
It Is my
opinion that the present water plant
can be taken over by the city.
Th
Act of Congress hs accepted from
the prohibition of Incurring but a
certain amount of Indebtedness by
municipalities thia very thing which.

(Continued on Dags four.)
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THE PASSING OF JOHN

tearln' along that
night
oldont
craft on the line
The
With a nigger squat on ber safety
alve,
And her furnace
crammed, rosin

POET, EDITOR AND STATESMAN
&

and pine.
The fire burst out as she clared the
bar.
And burnt a hole In the night.
And quick as a flash she turned, and
made
on the right.
For that wlllcr-ban-

.) rfimitmsr

m

JULY

1, 1905.

CLAGGiriLD ADG

And no she com

HAY,

SATURDAY,

Baiting Povdoi
IS

NoUoAM classified advertisements
or rather "liners one eent a word
for each Insertion. Minimum charge
for any elaaslflsd advertisement, 15
cents per Issue, In order to Insure
proper
sll "liners'
classification
should be left at this office not later
than t o'clock, p. m.

rrnldtat,
'

ttsk

ef Cesunert.
SOLOMfrN LCNA, tntWtnt
CasMer
W. S. STtlCKLER,
Vk Pretldtst
II. t. Attonwy.
Ceansd, W. ft. CftUIERS,

rmldtst,

tettrtl

Scatter

irs Trcaisrtr,

V.

Utt

I.

ii

CKLEI,

THE CORPORATION

WANT 3.

NOT MADE

Vict

task ef Commerce,

ftetiOst Albeqatrs.st Trtctlei

Ce.

ORGANIZATION

AND MANAGEMENT COMPANY

WANTED Three painters, highest
wages. C. A. Hudson.
There was runnln and cursln', but
Savoy hotel.
WANTED Bell boy.
Jim yelled out,
WANTED By a refined lady position
Assumes entire charge of forming companies of all klnde, to do
Over ali the lnfornal roar.
aa housekeeper, about 30 years oia;
the
"I'll hold her noirle agin
business In New Mexico and elsewhere, from preparation of oharter
no trlflers need reply. Address H.
The manufacturers are satisfied with a
bank
to completion of organization of company.
8.. Citizen office.
Till the last galoot's ashore."
reasonable profit ar,d give you a perfect
Furnishes home office and acts as agent upon whom process may
nurse,
Infant's
as
WANTED
Position
baking powder for a moderate price.
experienced.
Acta as trsnafsr agent In New Mexico. Sees to holding
references.
served.
bo
Furnish
black
Through the hot,
breath of
drone H. M . Citizen office.
annual matting and making and filing annuaf and other report.
the burnln' boat
black
WANTED Good,
Jim Bludso' voice was heard,
Keeps stock books and organization In conformity with law. Fursmith for logging camp, uennam
And they all had trust In his cussed- nisher places of meeting of stockholders and director. Furnish
company.
Trading
Indian
IAVB
TUB
COUPQNt.1
ness.
Ntw Mexico directors. Acts as registrar of stock transfers, and as
WANTED Boy to help in kitchen at
his
And knowed ho would keep
'
Robert'
In mortgage and deed of transfer.
Restaurant.
trust
word.
WANTED Three carpenters, experi
liberal; costs of organization low.
Laws
enced in mill work. Burro Moun
And, sure's you're born, they all got
tain Copper company. Silver City,
off
N. M.
American League.
Afore the smokestacks fell
first-clas-s
laundress for
SOLICITED AND
CORRESPONDENCE
R. H. B. WANTED A
At Boston
And Bludso's ghost went up alone
Mondays, at corner of Sixth and
a
In the smoke of the Prairie Belle. Boston
Roma avenue.
1
6 3
Washington
FULL INFORMATION FURKISKED
girl at Col
K. n. a. WANTED Dining room
At New York
He weren't no saint but at Jedg-mehotel.
umbus
1
New York
Gentlemen's second-han7 13 1 WANTED
Philadelphia
I'd run my chance with Jim,
(15 South First street,
clothing.
No.
R. H. B
Laws Liberal: Cost of Organization Low.
'Longside of some pious gentlemen At Cleveland
south of viaduct. Send address and
2 8 0
That wouldn't Bhook hands with Cleveland
Sweeney,
proprietor.
0
will
J.
R.
call.
Detroit
him.
WOULD YOU accept a position that
At St, Louis St.
ADDRESS:
game postponed on account of rain.
will pay you a stiaight salary of
He seen his duty, a dead-sur$3.50 per day, (121 per week), for
thing
National League.
If so, write
The Corporation Organization and Management Company,
whole or spare time
And went for It thar and then;
R. H.E.
At Philadelphia
can
no
book
once.
is
This
us
at
too
to
be
Christ
And
ain't
3 7 0
117 WEST GOLD AVENUE,
Boston
vassing scheme, but a straight-forwarhard
7 13 0
Philadelphia
business proposition, which
NEW MEXICO
On a man that died for men.
ALBUQUERQUE,
R- H. Jfi.
At Brooklyn
will be as permanent as you may
12 6
New York
It,
and will afford
be able to make
WOMAN WINS FAMfc
6 7 1
Brooklyn
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JIM CORBETT GOT SHIVERS
WHEN HE FACED FITZSIIE10NS
By Jamee J. Corbett.
(Copyright, 1905, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)
George Dixon and Champion Jeffrie were the two coolest fighters
that ever stepped Into a ring.
The former would sit in his dressing room, lead the papers and discuss fighters of promise before a bat-

tle.

I rvmember on one occasion

the

lit-

tle nei;ro asked for pen and Ink, He
quietly wrote a letter to a friend In
i- -e
middle west. Not the least bit
of nervousness was displayed, and the
letter Is today preserved by Dixon's
friend as a souvenir of the great little man's nerve.
On another occasion Dixon sent for
a bootblack to come and shine a pair
af shoes, as he wanted them after the
fight, to wear to a dinner to be given
Jn his bo nor by some friends, if he
won.

Asked what be thought his chances
were against Fits, Jeff said: "I think
I will win.
If I don't, I won't make
a holler."
Petor Jackson and myself were
prolbly the most nervous of all fue
bg fighters. Jackson, at least an
hour before the fight, would begin
drinking brandy in small bits.
At the l!? Jackson would be keyed
to a high pitch and his nervousness
would be plain to every spectator for
at lenst two rounds, when ne would
settle down and work like a whirlwind.
,
Before I won the title I never appeared on the atage. I was at home
in the ring, as much so as at the dinner table. But when I made my first
trip around the country as an actor,
I lost a lot of coolness.
The long
strain I was under each day told on
me. Consequently, when I met
I was a different man than
when I faced Sullivan; I was ex- -

tel.

Tie had given

his

"CHANCE FOR MITCHELL AND SULLIVAN."
tremely nervous.
Bob Fltzbimmons, by the way, always let some one else do his worrying. His wife, he claims, used up
enough nervous energy for both. He
always held that many a good fighter
dropped a battle because he did too
Approaches, Jeff grows Indifferent. much thinking.
Before his fight with Gus Ruhlin,
This ia due chiefly to toe fact that he
realize his condition is gradually at the Garden, in New York, Fits went
nearing perfection, and that he will to sleep ia his room in a nearby ho
be capable of doing his best when be
steps into the ring.
I remember before his fight with me
at Coney Island, he would ask his
friends repeatedly what they thought
of his chances, and of course lie always received a flattering answer,
which, by the way, never carried any
weight with the big fellow, even n
the opinions were solicited.
Jeff has to face,
The
never cuts any figure with him in
training. He probably worked harder
for the Munroe fight than he did tor
the FitzEiinmons battle, which gave
him the title.
Before he shook hands with the
miner "tie chewed gum in an unconcerned manner. One would have
thought that he was going to give au
exhibition with some friend.
Before his fight with Fitzslmmons,
Jeff was Joshing with some friends
and was late getting into the ring.
When he finally arrived, he wore a
small cap and heavy sweater, and
Jumped into the ring with the agility
"I WAS EXTREMELY NERVOUS."
of a cat.
n

pror-osltlo-
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trainer- - In

tle came, Fitz was missing. His
trainer sought him high and low but
his whereabouts was not revealed.
The promoters were worrying their
heads off ai.d wondering whether they
would have to return the money.
Fitz Anally showed up, rubbing his
eyes and. wondering what all the
trouble was about. His rest had
done him a world of good, but his
wife and promoters
considerable
harm. He never was In better condition for a fight.
One of the great troubles with
young fighters now Is that iey enter
the ring too young.
I mean that they tackle big game
too soon after they have had success
among the small fry.
Take Eddie Hanlon as an example.
Had the "Frisco boy gone slower, he
would today be in the same position,
e
if not higher, than Jimmy Britt.
was anxlouB to reach the top, and
outran himself oefore he landed.
Look at several others. Terry
was champion at 20 and a
back number at 22. "Young Corbett"
won the title at 21, and should now
be at his best. He has gone back bo
far that he will never recover the lost
ground. Battling Nelson took a long
time to rls:, but overdid tnings at
the top.
With heavyweights
it generally
takes longer to come, but the stay is
usually of greater length. It now
looks as if Jeff was going to break all
records for championship reigning.
There Is one place in the world
where fighting is flourishing at the
present time, and little is heard of
the battles. In far off Alaska, the
knight of the padded mitt is enjoying
prosperity.
i
I received a letter from a friend the
day
making
other
me an offer to come
to the region of Ice and snow to meet
a local man on Dominion day. I sent
word to him that I was no longer in
tne ring, and informed him of two or
three others who would fill the bill.
My friend informs me that he clean-ed-u- p
nearly $20,000 in the past three
years at the fighting game. This
would be a good place to pull off the
Mitchell-Sullivafight.

WHAT BAUER FRANK BIGELOW

Bavaria.

structlons not to wake him until the
last minute.
The noise and rattle of the cars
botherel him and he sought a quieter With A Postscript About Queer
place, and when the time for the bat-

Kd-dl-

Jeffries' actions are somewhat different, but display even greater cool
doss than those of Dixon.
When a match is made, Jeff shows
great interest and taiks to his friends
Almost continually
of the coming
struggle. As the date of the battle

other of the Brunswick dogs, train
to bring a "war message." He is the
companion of another dog, both of
which were purchased by the czar of
Russia. These dogs are used In all
of the military hunts of Prussia and
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By Cousin Lil.

York, July 1. One might
New
think half the designers of the fashionable world had been at work on
parasols this year, so novel, so
new and so elaborate are they.
They run all the way from the
gingham one, covered like the gown
It matches, to the white duchess lace,
with jeweled handle, which, by the
way. Is also covered like the gown
it matches.
There is one coverdd all over with
tiny pink ruffles, sailed "the rose,"
and another embroldeied by the
Chinese, (which makes It alike on
both sides, you know), in bright, red
cherries. Embroidered ones are very
popular, and some have even a spray
of artificial flowers tacked at the top.
Some are lined with tiny puffs of
chiffon, and they make yon think of
tne under side of a mushroom.
'
Four pretty ones, cf different
styles, are shown In tho cut.
The one In the upper left corner
Is covered
with flat rows of embroidery, a thing one could do at
home. The one below la decorated
with painted roses. Painted parasols
are very fashionable this year. Most
of them have two or three bunches of
flowers- on them.
The lower right parasol is of white
silk, lined with rose. Bow knots of
insertion are set into the Bilk, showing the lining underneath.
A lace
butterfly la perched near the top, as
though ready for flight. This has the
hinged, or "drees cult case" handle,
which makes it very easy to pack.
The paraeol ahown is a very stylish
one. It has apparently
two silk
covers of the same shade of blue,
and below it Is a plain fold of sheer
white linen. The handle is of wicker.

ITENTIARY
WORTH.

BIGEliOW, CONVICT
THE FEDERAL PENAT FORT LEAVEN-
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Glove.

By Ot A. Anderson.

cells are completed to hold all the
convicts at work here, so 100 or so are
temporarily quartered in the laundry
building. Blgelow is one of them.
Blgelow Is one of three clerks In
the office of Will McClaughrey, record
clerk of the prison. The former bank
president enters Into big books the
dally records of a certain number of
prisoners. Convict No. 17 gets a new
suit of underwear. Blgelow enters It.
Convict 21 breaks spade. Into the
book It goes In Blgelow's handwriting.
Convicts 27 and 46 don't work as Industriously as they should. Marks
are recorded against them by Blge-

. .

ber

4717.

Some of these days the goveramemt;
wl'.l put a little ret circle surround
Ing a white star below the numeral.
That will be when Blgelow has earn
It by good conduct.
Uncle Sam takes good care of
prisoners. Their food Is plain.
B'antial, well cooked and better
many an honest man gets.
Each man has a knife, fork.
and quart tin. Blgelow and othssv
doing clerical work are served first
In one corner of one of the rooms bjl
then the common horde Is called tnv
Here Is a sample menu:
low.
BREAKFAST.
Coffee.
The
has relatives living In town, and in a misguided moBread and molasses.
Sausage.
ment a delegation of them, headed by
"
:
DINNER.
a minister, started to ask Warden
Beef soup.
McClaughrey to assign Blgelow to the
Bread.
ask of operating the telephone exchange In the prison. The Job affords
Coffee.
SUPPER.
much variety and would be pleasant
Cold boiled beef.
compared to some convict tasks.
Bread and Oleo.
What the warden said to the ComPrunes.
mittee Is not known, but it Is safe to
Tea.
say that his remarks were to the efWhen Blgelow's friends writ tor
fect that he knew his business.
Warden McClaughrey has an Inter- htm they address:
Mr. Frank O. Blgelow,
national reputation as a penologist.
Box 65, Fort Leavenworth. Ka.
When Blgelow was being dressed
In, he was game until it came to donIf the prison rules are enforced t
ning convict's garb. The only request Blgelow's case, ana probably they sow
not, he may write two letters a montk
he Is known to have made was:
"I would like to request permission In reply. Only two. The govemmemt
provides the plain white paper AmA
to wear my own underwear."
Its offlclalA
"If I were you," replied Storekeeper envelopes and stamps.
Hannay, "I would not make a request read every letter going out and every
of that kind. It will only be a ques- one coming In. If a convict writs
tion of time till the government will matter which is forbidden (usually ft
have to supply this. You had better Is some obscene or smutty language
s
It out.
put It on now and get done with it. a clerk carefully
Blgelow, like the ordinary convict
It will be easier now than later."
So Blgelow laid aside his under- may see visitors three times a week.
wear of finest thread and put on that The prisoner is brought Into tte
which Uncle Sam provides. The guard's room when a caller comae
clumsy socks came next and then the and the Interview takes place in tho
blue trousers of light material and hearing and under the eyes of an offithe
Jacket of the same cial.
Blgelow does not have to do tte
Roomy shoes were given
material.
and may talk to other prishim and a cap, and h was equipped, lock-steand upon his heart he bears the num- - oners.
Seven and a half years from now,
when Blgelow's time will be up it he
behaves himself, the fine clothes taken from him probably will not be 8ft
to wear after having been stored
away so long. The government ba
provided for this, and about Be vent
years and three months from new
Blgelow, If still In prison, will be
dered to report to the head tailor and
be measured for a suit of clothe.
Then a complete suit will he mad
up for him by convicts and he
wear It away.

worth, Kas., July 1.
Convict 4717. formerly Frank O. Blge-lopresident of the First National
Bank of Milwaukee, and embezzler of
over a million and a half dollars,
tumbled off his cot at 5 a. m. today,
hurriedly put on the prisoner's garb
of blue, made up his bed, washed, and,
at the signal, walked to nearby
building, where he ate a substantial
but plain breakfast, which had just
been unloaded from a wagon.
It was then 6 a. m., and the financier's dally unvarying grind had begun. Day In and day out he gets up
at 5 o'clock and goes to bed at 8 p. m.
Day In and day out he performs the
same menial tasks and the same clerical work which the youngest boy In
his great bank could do as well as he
does. Sundays and holidays alone is
there any variation.
From a palatial residence In Milwaukee to a cot In a laundry building,
filled with felons, ia a great fall.
None knows it better than Blgelow.
He broke down soon after entering
prison gates and was put In the hospital. It was simply the collapse to
a nervous strain, and within a day
or so his time came to go through
the dreaded ordeal of being "dressed
ForT-tWve-n

Gloves ate no longer the prosaic
things they once were. It is almost
as exciting to buy a pair of gloves
as it is to buy a new bat. 'iney are
much trimmed, usually with a contrasting color of kid. Almost any
combination of colors can be found,
light, trimmed with dark kid and buttons, or Just the other way. A few
a e trimmed with lace, a few with embroidery, and one pair even boasts
of a tiny purse, right In the palm of
the hand .for car fare.
What few mlts are shown are
very lacey and pretty, with a long
wrist, and point which falls low over
the back of the hand.
(P. S. Must tell you about a fish
sandwich the Italians here make.
They take tiny fish, an inch or two
long, you've Boen them, and bull them
a bit. Then they rool out bread
dough, spread on a layer of fish, more
dough, more fish, etc. Bake it, and
there is the Italian fish sandwich, all In."
Blgelow's photograph In prison uniready to eat.)
form is put away with thousands of
LET THE CITIZEN FOLLOW YOU Bimilar pictures. His Bert 111 Ion measurements and thumb marks are printAlbuquerque citizens who are leav-in- g ed on a card
and stored with Imprints
the city should not fall to have taken from felons
all over the counThe Citizen follow them. In this way try.
only can they keep informed about
There are two federal penitentiaaffairs at home. Addresses may be ries
near Ieavenworth. the old one
changed as often as desired, and tha
the new. The latter Is In course
paper will come promptly to any part and
or
and Blgelow Is helpof the country. Send order direct to ing construction,
In a way to build It. The desire
The Citizen. Telephones Automatic of the morbidly
curious to see the
183; Bell, 15.
noted embezzler was so great that
Major McClaughrey. the warden,
No need to fear sudden attacks of transferred
him to the new prison,
cholera Infantum dysentery, diarrhoea which Is not In the
of curiosity
or summer complaint. If you have Dr. seekers. It embraces run
seventeen
acres
Fowler's Extract of Wild Strawberry and on three sides is
surrounded by
in the medicine chest.
a seventeen-foo- t
wall. Not enough

.
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THE REVOLUTION IN NORWAY

Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
West
Railroad
Be
avenue.
prepared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat coma,
bnnlons and Ingrowing nails.
8n
gives massage treatment and manl-eurinMrs. Bambini's own preparer
tlom of complexion cream builds no
the skin and Improves the oomlg
lon, and are guaranteed not to be In- I
V- u
II
A
Mna ftlost r r a r.a
tonic thkv cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restore
lite to dead haJr; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Also at
face powder, s freckle cure And pimple
cure, and pile cure. All of thee preparations are purely vegetable
&.
pounds. Have just added a vibrator
machine for treatment of scalp, fee
aud cure of wrinkles. It Is also need
for rheumatism, pains and massage.
JOS
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Fantastic ceremonies attended the of the race, the Laotians. As thean-- '
cannot or iww not attend,
recent coronation of Slsavong, the cetto:
masks and huge wlge are made to
new king of
His repiesent
them. These masks, worn
kingdom is one of the states of Frenc'a by Prabangltes, are called PouGnleu
Luang-Praban-

He U 20 years old and
waa formerly a pupil of the Ecole
Colonlale of Paris.
An important feature of a coronaIs the salutation in Luang-Prabantion of the new ruler by the ancestors

Their benediction Is supposed to bring success to the reign of
the new king.
of Sisavong
At the installation
there were three of the images worn
by his subjects. Two were grotesque
painted human faces, painted red.
Ma Gnieu.

Indo-Chin-

v'

f
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X

"
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t

JJi
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H ARRAS.

POLICE,
BOND.

-

and the other represented a Hon. It
didn't look so much like a lion, but
the people over there are not sticklers for detail. The trio conferred on
the king all possible good luck.
Sisavong a capital is Luang-Pr- a
bang, same name as the state. It is
located at the confluence of the
Nam-Kawith the
The
population is 12.000. The town has
an extensive royal palace and many
temples. There Is little trade.
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CHIEF OF THE DOG THE
CAPTURING A VAGA- -
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CZAR'S DOG BRINGING
WAR MESSAGE.
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Dogs have been used in many various and useful ways to suit the service of man. Perhaps
the most
unique use of the dog has been devised by the authorities of Brunswick,
In Germany.
There they have trained sagacious
canines into a police force, and they
do their work extremely well. In
fact, these dog police have never yet
been subject to a municipal investigation.
The chief of the dog police ia Har-rawho is shown In the first picture,
as he wad photographed in the act of
capturing a vagabond. Harras held
on with grim determination until his
lees agile men comrades of the police
force arrived on the scene. Harras
two leading lieutenants are Luchs I
and Luchs II, while they have many
subordinates.
A
These dogs are of a kind of shepherd dog breed.
In the second picture Is shown n- -
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IT HAPPEN8

LIKE OUR GEORGE DEWEY'S,

ST

I

SO OFTEN.

LEWIS AND CLARK

J

(

MONTEZUMA

CENTENNIAL

COMPANY

EXPOSITION
JUNE

OCT. 15TH, 1005.

1

Albuquerque, - New Mexico

$50.00

t

TRUST

THERE AND BACK VIA DENVER
OR

$51.00
(In the primary grade, School No. 16, Tokoyo.)
"How old are you, little boy?'
"Six yea.s old last June, teacher."
"What's your name?"
"T. O. Kanmrara."
"What's your full name?"
"Togo Oyania Kamarara."
1
RUBBERS VS. RUBBERS.
Every time the neighbors heard Vntil Percy put rubber tires on his
cart and pneumatic shoes on his
horse stop they had a look
is.

then you have io Urn Dillon

And

of time to
You'll have plenty
you
ratrh the car. says your wife, as
etsit for the station.

"

u..i.

...-UT-

,

1
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CAPITA.

DENVER GOING AND SAN
FRANCISCO RETURNING
OR VICE VERSA.
Vlalt Petrified Forests, Grand Canyon,
Yosemlta Valley.
Go May 23 to September 30th. Come
Back any Time Within 90 days.
Call at Ticket Office for Further

SURPLUS

AND

VIA

$100,000

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

F. L. MYERS, Agent

'

Why not spend

your summer

horg-Percy-

PATROLMAN

vacation in California?

.

ONLY $30.00 THERE AND BACK
LOS ANGELES, REDONDO, SANTA
MONICA, LQNG
BEACH, .EAST
SAN PEDRO, 8AN DIEGO AND
CORONADO BEACH.
auu wie conductor tens yu me cur SAN FRANCI8CO AND RETURN VIA
It's a great stnienle, but you InmaKe
go
of
doturns off at the barn Instead
BAKERSFIELD, $45.00, AND VIA
though you rMlt your life
ing io t.ne siauon.
LOS ANGELES, $53.00.
ing BOi
AVALON AND CATALINA ISLAND,
$32.25.
GOOD FOR STOPOVER SOUTH OF
ISN'T IT ALWAYS 807
BARSTOW.
FINAL LIMIT NOVEMBER 30TH.
ON SALE EACH TUESDAY, THURSDAY AND SATURDAY.
MAY, JUNE, JULY, AUGUST AND

CHUMPEN, THICKHEAD.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

AND

THE
EX

l

BANK

OF

COMMERCE

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

ENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, 1 150,008.0

'

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
80LOMON LUNA, President;
W. 8 8TRICKLER, V. P. and Cashier; W. J. Johnson, AMt Caehler:
GEORGE ARNOT
Wm. MclNTOSH SOLOMON LUNA
O. E. CROMWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RAILWAY

SEPTEMBER.

F. L. MYERS,
AGENT

A.

T.

&

S. F. RY.

FIRST
NATIONAL

"Well, as I live, if there ain't old
"A summer hair cut may not make Sticky-finger
Peter, th' pickpocket
by
thungood,
any
but
too
look
K man
pen. I guess I'll run
of
out
the
lust
right.
I'll
all
feel
him
der, It makes
you In for the good of th' public,
around
hair
big
of
carry
bunch
a
sever
You're too strong C be at large."
again In hot weather."

Epworth

Convention
Fenelbles.
Corporal Freddie Feathers, of the Washington
like a giant (In the girls' eyes) at the military reception.

JULY

5--

9,

Aluq tier que

THE STATE NATIONAL BANK

Ticket on mule June 30,
July 1.2-3-rinal limit
July 12th, but can be ex
tended It desired.

OF ALBUQ JERQUE, NEW MEXICO

4.

a consiaoie.

Fourth

ut July

We opened our doors for the transaction ef business

Excursions

growth

IT ALWAYS

OFFICERS:

F. L. MYERS, AGENT

Eastbound.
No. 2, Atantio Express, arrives 7:6
a, m.; departs 8:30 a. m.
No, 4, Chicago Limited, arrives
11:59 Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
12:09 a, m- - Wednesdays and Satur
days.
No. s, Chicago and Kansas City Ex.
,
arrives t;45 p. m.; departs 7:45

Then along came a large,
(

'

heavy

man,

SHOPPING IS SUCH

Mr. Hogg

And

A

got what he need

5

RESPONSIBILITY.

0

8

p. m.

"That kid's lungs are

In fine shape,

Kl

M

Flour,
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This diagram shows how busy Jones' wife was from

11 a. in.

to

p. m.

At
"John, I wish you'd come up stairs
and help me. And bring up that long
bottle on the left hand shelf In the
pantry the bottle with the white
label. I'm sure the child has a pain
or he wouldn't cry so hard."
B

5 p.

At
"I hope you'll excuse me for being
gone so long, Jones, but there's some- tning the matter with the boy. Do
you really have to go? Well, come
again, and we'll have a quiet smoke.
1 can
promise you it will never hap
lru again. 10 p. m.

And just as she arrived home, tired and worn out by her task, a wagon
d
Lacked up and a boy delivered all her purchases all except those she
home herself.
car-Tie-

Of

ALBUQUERQUE.

m
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C. BALDRIDGE

NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

SHERMAN - WILLIAMS
PAINT Covers more,
looks best, wears longest, most economical,
full measure.

coal

of trains numbered 43 and 44, more
familiarly known as the
"GOLDEN
STATE LIMITED,"
t has been decided to continue tthia
rain In transcontinental service
hroughout the season. Instead of dis
continuing the same with the close of
winter tourist travel, as formerly.
inis train, consisting of buffet library
car, standard And tourist sleepers, be
tween Chicago, Los Angeles, Santa
Barbara and San Francisco, will be
operated daily, on the same bchedule
is effective during the winter months.
It will be noted that these schedules
afford th
quickest time between
points In California, Arizona. New
Mexico, Texas, and the entire south- w
west, and Kansas City, St. Louis. Chi- rt
cago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg,
Buffalo,
Washington, Philadelphia, New York,
Boston, and all points east.
Your liberal patronage the last few
months has assured the popularity of
this traln.and In an endeavor to fur-he-r W
serve you It has been decided to M
not discontinue this service, as has
been customary.
Soliciting a continuance of your
patronage, I am very truly yonrs.
A. N. BfsOWN,

Provisions.

and

Grain

RAILROAD AVENUE.

STATE LIMITED"

General Passenger Agent. El Pao A
Northeastern System, El Paso, Tex.

PUTNEY

Farm and Freight Wagons

rHE MOST PERFECTLY APPOINT-ETRAIN IN AMERICA.
In view of the Increased popularity

m

WINDOW

D. H. CARNS.

Carries the Largest and Most extensive Stock
Staple Groceries In the Southwest.

Ml

DRY GOODS

HUSBAND'S

Westbound.
No. 1. Los Angeles Express, arrives
7:30 p. m.; departs 8:16 p. m.
No. 8. California Limited, arrives
10:40 a.
Mondays and Thursdays;
departs 10:60 a. m. Monday mad
Thursdays.
No. 7, San Francisco Fast Man, ar
rives 10:30 p. m.; departs 11:1$ p. m.
Southbound.
No. 27 departs 11:80 p. m connects
with eastern trains
No. 23 arrives from south 7:80 a. m.
connecting with No. 2, eastbound.
All trains dally except No. I and 4.

Smith. I never heard such yelling
irora a baby. "
"1 don't know what's got Into the
child. Id afraid he's sick, for he
tlon t cry like that very often.
In
fact, I don't think he's cried like that
at night in six months. Generally he
No. 1 carries through chair, stand
urops on to sleep without a sound."
ard and tourist sleeping cars to Los
Angeles.
No. 7 carries through chair, naad- ard and tourist sleeping cars for Baa
Francisco.
F. L. MYERS, Agent.

h

showing the business

WHOLESALE GROCER

m.

At

1

DIRECTORS.
FRANK STRONG
WILLIAM FARR

L. B.

pre-JH-

At 7 p. ra.
"By George, that Is a fine baby.
Smith. Such a good natured little
fellow."
'Best natured baby I ever saw. My
wife just drops him In the crib, turns
out the light, and wo don't hear a
sound until 5 the next morning. We
don't know wrat It is for htm to cry
after he goes to bed."

8, 904.

NEW TIME CARD TTHiimimriiiiiiiiiiiiiTmiiiiiiiTimiiKii
ESTABLISHED 1878
OLD RELIABLE"

TURNS OUT THIS WAY.

He forced an old man to climb

He wouldn't move for an old lady.

1

.

.
. rjvE
O. N. MARRON, President.
D. A. McPHER80N, Vies President.1
A. MIERA.
J. B. HERNDON, Cashier.
J. A. HUBBS.
ROY MCDONALD, Asst. Cashier.

'

at work.

of this Bank since its organization:

April

Deooelte'at the end of the flret day
9 . 10,488.92
Deposits at the end of the tlret week
19, 173. OO
Deposit at the end of the tint month
31 ,821 .82
Deposits at the end of the first six months 92,700. 13
Deposits at the end of the first year
189,081.89

cents for the round trip, ticket
selling July 1, 2, 3, 4, and good to
return July 6th.
To points on A. T. 4. S. F. coast
lines, one fare for the round trip
Selling July 1, 2, 3, 4; good to return July 5th.
And he has shriveled like a shrimp when they see hin back

in

to the annexed statemsnt,

We invite your attention

To points on the A, T. & S. F.
railway will bo one fare plus fifty

DEFEAT.

MRS. ENDSEATHOGG'S

U. 8. DEPOSITORY.

1905
' & 18.85 Round Trip

DENVER,

"Judge, I'm a barber and I cut this
You've
"Oh. you can't fool me.
ot th regular penitentiary hair cut. man's hair myself, not two hours
Why, you haven't been out of prison ago."
Pa"lrlsoner, you're discharged.
of your talk, or I'll
U hours. None you.
Come on, now, trolman Chumpen, you haven't got
use my lub on
De

Depository for Atchison, Topeka and
Santa Fe Railway
Company.

looms up

From

Drains enougn io

M.

Officers and Directors:
JOSHUA 8. RAYNOLDS,... President
M. W. FLOURNOY,...VIce
President
Cashier
FRANK McKEE
W. W. WOODS
Assistant Cashier
Director
H. F. RAYNOLDS

League

P&ld-v- p

Capital, Surplus and
Profits, $250,000.00

BANK

ALBUQUERQUE, N.

mnd be lively, too."

Authorised Capital,
$500,000.00

GROSS

BUILDING PAPER Always In stock. Plaster,
Lime, Cement, Paint,
Glass, Sash, Doors, etc.
ALBUQUMQUm.

Avm.

KELLY

M. M.

& CO.

(INCORPORATED)

GROCERS

WHOLESALE
, HIDE AND
ALBUQUERQUE

Toti & Gradi.

Dealers In
GROCERIES, PROVISIONS,
GRAIN AND FUEL.

HAY,

Ne Secret Abeut It.
Bnroa,
a"- - t
J1 U
fw
Vloar. 5Fvr Sore. Saw Cut.
Ho 11b. Flne Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
ttt., Both Ins Is m WtMli, aEm
Ituefciaa'e
and Cigars.. Place your orders
-Arulos B&ira.
i4a tak luoi t
It
for this line with us.
cure a ted aore I had, aad k to all O. K.
NORTH THIRD STREET.

PELT DEALERS

AND LAS VEGAS

GO

KEYES-LAMKI- N

Cement Contractors
Cement Work of All Kinds

Estimates Furnished

208

SOUTH

BROADWAY

8ATUAOAY, JULY

.

1, 1905.
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Surety Investment Company
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Albuquerque Traction Company

THE
WE
BUILD
HOUSE
to
own
take
Merchants would generally build their
the
but they dislike
a lump
out of their business, therefore
home,

money, in

sum,

YOU FURNISH THE PLANS
we will sell you the lots, let the contract, furnish the money and build you a beautiful home in
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.Albuquerque's ideal home place,$3,000 building restrictions,
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building line, handsome entrance gate, hundreds of growing
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shade trees, cement sidewalks, no stores or shacks.
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WOULD DO IF I WERE THE CZAR"

TheBest Hot Weather Medicine

"SS

THE REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PEOPLE TOGETHER. LEARN
THE NEEDS OF THE NATION, AND THUS WITH NEW EYES AND
HIS AUTOEARS, GET OUT OF THE DARK WOULD RETAIN
INTELLICRATIC POWER, BUT WIELD IT WITH A NEW-BORGENCE. TO THE BENEFIT OF RUSSIAN PROGRESS.

TEW MILLION BOXES A

TEAR

4

CALL
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By W. T. Stead.

-

PREVENT

Economist and Editor.
What would I do if I were czar?
When you ask me that question, I
feel profoundly gratful that I am not
. czar, xjul
JV.IAM- -Tl . T
J . . .lint
mat. tut? yuo,me
i auuiit
to
of
ought
be
asked
one
Is
that
tlon
every one who venture to express au
opinion upon the situation In Rus-- j
sla.
It is eay to dogmatise about what
the czar ought to do, especially as,
most of the dogmatists confine them-selves to asserting that he ought to
cut and run from the post which has
been entrusted to his keeping. The
question is not what the czar ought
to do. If he were as Irresponsible as
an American newspaper editor, but
what would I do which heaven forbid he changed places tonight with
me?
"I would not wish my worst enemy
to bave the burden which I have to
bear," said the czar to me, at Czar-ko-e
Selo, in the piping times of peace
seven long years ago.
How much more unsupportable Is
the burden today! But were it ten
times as heavy he cannot lay It down.
He must stagger on under it as best
tie can until death. Desertion of his
post treachery to his trust, repudiation of his coronation oath these
things at least, need not be discussed. For however weak Nicholas
II may be in other respects, he Is as
Immovable as a rock when he Is quite
certain he is obeying the imperious
call of a plain duty.
What, then, would I do, If I found
myself in the czar's skin, fs.e to face
position
with the present peril-a- s
within and without the Russian frontier? Abdication would mean deser
tion; from such a coward's crime no
good could arise.
It the Eternal
providence that placed me on the
throne wished me to vacate It, vacated It will be; but abdication for an
emperor is what suicide Is to the individual, the voluntary abandonment
of a position of responsibility thrust
upon us without our consent by the
will of the higher powers.
If I were czar I think I should regard It as my first duty, not to deprive myself of the authoiity with
which I was invested on my coronation, but to render It possible for me
intelligently aud uaefully to exercise
It.
At present I am omnipotence without omniscence. I am an autocrat
whose eyes see no further than a
monljik's and whose ears are no
keener than those of an lsvostchik.
If by the will of God I am called
to be the gray matter of the brain
of Russia, then In God's name, give
fne eyes and ears which will see and
hear all that goes on in the remotest
provinces of my empire!
This being Interpreted Into the
plain, practical speech or early politics, means that I would bring into existence as speedily as the wisdom of
my ablest and most energetic advisers could desire, a modernized equivalent of the ancient zeniskl soborl, or
national consullaure assembles, whereby In times of national peril Russia
has repeatedly found safety.
The zemskl sobor would not be a
parliament; it would be an assemblage of the ablest, most public spirited Russians discernible to me and
my counselors, to whom should be
added in equal numbers the chosen
representatives of the zemstvos, the
municipalities and the peasants.
With them I would take counsel,
from them I should receive information, to them I would remit for consideration
and discussion the supreme questions of peace and war.
Famous
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But in all this I would preserve unim
paired the supreme and awful responsibility that was Imposed upon me at
my crowning. All that would be done
would be for the chosen representatives of the Russian nation to supply
the knowledge necessary for the wise
autocexercise of my omnipotent
racy.
There can be no good counsel
without freedom of discussion, but as
wisdom seldom proceeds from the irresponsible, the zemskl sobor would
be free to speak, but it would ' be
weighed down by the consciousness
that I might and probably would be
in the exercise of my sovereign authority impose upon them or upon
their trusted representatives the responsibility of carrying out the program which they draw up for my!
guidance.
That, however, must be left to myi
supreme will. In the opinion of nine
out of every ten of my subjects, limitations upon the exercise of the au- tnority or tne autocracy can only De
imposed by the free will of the autocrat, and that solely for the purpose
of securing the more efficient expression of the will of the people, whose
voice is the czar.
The recent ukase establishing the
principle of religious liberty would
be enforced and extended.
The chartered liberty of the Finns
would be confirmed and placed on a
firmer footing by the annulling of the
arbltra. y illegalities of the regime introduced by General Bobrlkoff.
Among the measures which would
be recommended to the zemskl sobor
for consideration would be the modification of the rigor of the Russian administration in Poland, the arrangement of a modus vlvendi with the
Jews, the establishment of a system
of universal primary education, and
the restoration of Its ancient liberties to the church.
In short, I would, If I were czar,
endeavor in all things to realize the
Ideal of the czardom, to make myseir
the Incarnate will of KuBsla. and to
place myself in the closest, most constant relationship with all that is
wisest and soundest In the Russian
people.
And pending the establishment of
tha rnmnlota freedom of the Dress. I
would anange for the Immediate pub-- l
llcatlon of an official newspaper for
DODular circulation throughout my em
pire, In which, as In general assembly
or meeting place of the whole nation,
every representative body and recognized order should have a right of
printing their petitions or grievances,
unless under my own sign manual I
declared that I had personally read

J

Dyspepsia
Cure

Qirts rest to the stomach. Cunt lndlfMtlon, dyspepsia, tour stomach,
tired stomach, weak stomach, windy stomach, puffed stomach, narrow
stomach and catarrh of the stomach.
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Henry Gannett of the United States
Geological survey, who is chairman
of the United States board of geographic names, submits for publication the following riaclnlnna mailt hv
the board at Its last meeting, June 7:
Donaldson; creek, Caldwell county,
Kentucky. (Not Dolllson, Dollarson,
nor Donalson.)
Hay den; island In Columbia river,
Multnomah county, Oregon. (Not
Shaw's, Shaw, nor Vancouver.)
Hornlblow; point, Chowaa county,
(Not Hnrnhlower
North Carolina.
Horniblow's, nor Skinners.)
Klvallna; river, debouching In Cor-wi- n
lagoon, on the Arctic coast of
Alaska, sixty miles southeast
of
Point Hope. (Not. Kevullk, Kevu-leeKuveleek, Klvalena, Klvallnag-mlu- t,
Klveleena,
Klvilenya, K lve-lonor
Kobuk; river in northwestern Alaska, tributary to Hotham Inlet. (Not
Kowak, Putnam, Kooak, Kubuk, nor
Kuvuk.)
Poverty; point, Dorchester tounty,
Maryland.
(Not Brockman, Brok-ma- n
nor Brohawn.)
Roasting Ear; point, Dorchester
county, Maryland.
(Not Roasting
Gar. nor Rose Neck.
"I WOULD GET LIGHT A3 TO HOW MY SUBJECTS SUFFER." W. T. STEAD. IN "WHAT I WOULD
Tlgara; Eskimo village on Polntj
DO IF I WERE CZAR."
nope,, Arctic coast or Aiasira. (Not
Tik-liaTlklra, Tlkl-rah- ,
such petitions and believed that it Jects wish. I cannot be an efficient
Tlk e rah, Tlkera, Tlekagag-mint- ,
would not be for the public Interest autocrat In the dark.
Tlekaga, TIgera, Tig-a-rthat they should be 'published.
nor Flgarok.)
Then at least I could feel that I
Whale;
Island between Afognak
should no longer be kept in the dark
and Kodlak, Alaska. Not Tobopym-erlu- .
as to what my subjects suffer, what
Tobopymek, Ketoy, nor
)
WOOL
my subejets think, and what my subMONEY - METAL
STOCK
.)
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8peclal Correspondence.
Kelly, N. M., June 29. The Fourth,
of July celebration is on the tapis,
a id bids fair to end In a rousing celebration In Kelly. It has been some)
years since Kelly celebrated
the
great national event, and every one)
is beginning to think It Is about tlm
she astonishes her cltlsens and neighbor friends by inviting them to spend,
the glorious Fourth in Kelly. Thai
matter Is being pushed by some of the)
most enterprising young men, who
believe in doing the thing up right.
The people of Kelly have come te
ask the question of why they should
spend the Fourth of July In some,
other town away from home, wheat
we have better accommodations and.
a better chance for a good time at
home. The great dlculty found fa
spending the day. In some smaller
town Is that very rarely the accommodations are ample for the immense)
crowd of visitors. Jostled and crowded about, you must stand In the glaring sun all day, or In case of a rata
you get a good soaking.
Why not
Invite our friends to Kelly and show
them one of the best times of their
lives. A very good program cam
easily be arranged for the day, and
a big Ore works display at night. It
Is very probable that a grand ball
will be one of the foremoBt attractions.

Quality vs. Quantity.

Hard mueclea and atrong body de set
depend on the quantity of food you eas,
but on Ita perfect digeatlon and proper
eaelmllation. When you take KodoT yaw
pepala Cure your syatem gets all tha
nourlahment out of all the food you eat.
It dlgeata what you tat regardleas c
condition of the atomach and eoa
the
Reversal of previous decision.
veya tha nutrient propertlea to tha
Moo
and tlaauea. Thla bullda up and atrcngth-a-na
ay
the
entire
stem.
Kodol
curea
WOMAN'S NERVE
la
distention, Dyapepala.
Belching,
Sow
8AVE3 MAN'S LIFE Stomach, Weak Heart, eto. Bold by ail
drugglata.
By the coolness and bravery of a COLORADO SHEEP
woman the life of a prominent StoneINFESTED BY SCABIES.
Tlg-a-ra-

THE MARKETS
-

BIG ROW AMONG THE

GRAIN SPECULATORS
INDEPENDENTS
OF TRADE.

AND

BUCKETSHOP

Kansas City, July 1. War is on
between
the Chicago and Kansas
City boards of trade and the Indeor bucket shop
pendent brokers
men.
It is the outcome of the recent decision of the United States
supreme court restraining the Independents from using quotations of
the Chicago Board of Trade.
shop
To fight back, the bucket
men have organized
the National
It
Board of Trade of Kansas City.
If beaten
Is to rival the old boards.
In this effort the Independents must
go out of business.
The leader In the movement and
president of the new organization is
The Chicago Board
C. C. Christy.
of Trade has been after his scalp
for years, but he has continued using Its quotations.
In regard to the new organization
Christy says: "We have now 1500
members, representing all parte of
the country, and 30,000 tutlos of
leased wires. Every member must
do a strictly straight business or he
will be expelled. We Intend to han
dle grain through the public ele
vators, and in three years will be
doing more business than any other
Chicago Board of
The
board.
Trade is nothing but a bucket shop,
and a powerful one. It even controls the courts."
W. G. Goffe, president of the Kan- -
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C. C. CHRISTY,
City Board of Trade, refuses to
divulge his plans for fighting the
rival organization. Asked If he proposed to Ignore it, he said: "No,
but time alone will reveal our methods of fighting it"
of the Kansas
Other members
City board denounce the members
of the new board and say that It
They
will
not last six months.
have warned the Kansas City papers
that if quotations from the new
board are published, their representatives will be driven from their floor.
fcas

DETECTIVE HAS FIGHT
JURY HOLDS SANTA FE
WITH RATON ESCAPES
RESPONSIBLE FOR WRECK
Fe detective,
S. N. Rose, Santa
Coroner J. B. Ilackett held sn Inwhile on duty at the Santa Fe depot
at La Junta, Colo., noticed two col- quest over the body of Frank
the passenger fireman of the
ored men who answered the descripwho was killed
tion of the escaped prisoners from Colorado ft Southern runaway
freight
He on Tuesday by the
Raton Rose and A. A. Frost.
Siding and Castle
started after the men and they sep- train betwen King The
Jury report
Rose ran one of the men Rock, Colorado.
arated.
Into a corner where there was a des- found that Frank McAdams came toa
perate
encounter, the his death in a collision between
negro finally escaping.
Rose shot runaway freight and a passengr train
the
One of the between King and Castie Rock,
after htm but missed.
negroes was later captured south of result of extrem negligence on the
Detective Rose was badly part of the Santa Fe Railway comtown.
bitten on the left band during his pany in not having a split switch.
encounter.
No need to fear sudden attacks of
(tact
Th laxatlv
Chambertala'ea cholera infantum dysentery, diarrhoea
f
Stomach and Livr Ta biota la ao ar-ablor summer complaint, if you have Dr.
ami ao natural that yon do sot
Strawberry
rcallaa It la tha affect ot a anadlelna. For Fowler's Extract of Wild
In the medicine chest.
sale ar all daaUra,
hand-to-han-

d

Closing Quotations Received by Levy
Bros., Members Chicago
Board of Trade.
&2
Amalgamated Copper
139
American Sugar
.., 83
Atchison, common
I..102
Atchison, preferred
113
Baltimore & Ohio
7114
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
44
Colorado Fuel ft lion
Chicago, Great .Western, com.. 20
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KELLY WILL CELEBRATE

ON GEOGRAPHIC

,
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Klttl-wake.-

wall, Colorado, rancher was saved a
The Colorado state board of stock
few days ago from the attacks of a
Inspection commissioners has issvedl
grizzly bear.
The bear had devoured some young an order requiring the dipping ot
stock bwned by Hal Russell, a every sheep In certain counties ot
wealthy pioneer rancher of the Stone- that state under government superExposed and clean sheep
wall country.
Mr. Russell, accom- vision.
63
C. & 0
are to have one dipping and diseased
46 H panied by his wife and a Mrs. Wilson, sheep two
Erie, common
dippings ten days apart.
8244 who resides near the Russell home,
Erie, first
Tho government will send eight or
started on a bear hunt, taking the
149
I.. & N
trail from the remains of a yearling ten inspectors to Trinidad and the)
99
Missouri Pacific
dipping of sheep will commence July
127V4 calf which the bears had eaten.
Metropolitan
The party came upon two grizzlies 1 and continue until the last of Au21
Mexican Central
After dipping, each ehee
unexpectedly and it resulted In an gust.
144
New York Central
exciting encounter.
Mr. Russell kill- owner will be given a certificate stat85
Norfolk
ed the male bear with two well direct- ing the number of sheep dipped and
99
Reading, common
ed shots. The female bear was close showing that he has .complied with
140
Pennsylvania
by and charged on the party.
Mr. tho law.
29
Rock Island, common
Kor the last sixty days a careful
Rtnstll and the two ladles opened
64
Southern Pacific
as they retreated.
Mr. Russell Inspection of sheep has been made
St. Paul
......177 fire
wan between the ladles and the bear by government Inspectors who report
32
Southern Railway
and fell backward over a log.
Mrs. that nearly 90 per cent of the sheep
83
T. C. & 1
Russell, realizing In an Instant the In Colorado have ben found to either
127
Union Pacific, common
position of her husband, rested her be infected with scabies or to have
82
U. 8. S., common
rifle against a tree and fired four been exposed to the contrtion.
U. S. 3., pfd
99
The counties affected are Prowera,
bullets Into the bear which fell dead
Wabash, pfd
40
within a few feet of her husband. Bent. Otero, Pueblo, Huerfano, Las
O. ft W
53
Also some are)
These are the first grizzly bears Animas and Baca.
Rio
killed In the Stonewall valley this reportd In Costilla, Saguache,
Weekly Bank Statement
Grande, Conejos, Montezuma,
Mo
New York. Julv 1. Reserves, de staea.
trose,
Gunnison
Delta,
and
crease, $3,435,800: reserve, less U. S.
Huge Task.
decrease, S3,4D9,H0U; loans, Increase,
hugs
A
was
a
Bad
Scare.
It
to
task
undertake the
special, increase. 1374.- - cure of
118,056,300:
such a bad oaaa of kidney
Some day yon will get a bai
500: leeals. Increase. 11.001.200: de
aa that of C. F. Col liar, of Chero- when you feel a pale la your boweea.
posits. Increase, 119.280,000; circula- kee, la., but Elertrlo Bitters did It. He and fear appendloltla Safety Uae la Int.
wrltea: "My kidneys were ao far gooe King's New Liver fllta. a aura aura foe-al-l
tion, Increase, $476,000.
I could not alt on a chair without a
bowel and atomach dlaeaeea, auch ae
euahlon; and Buffered from dreadful headache, blllouaneaaa. eoetlveneee, etat
backache, headache, and depreaalon. In Guaranteed by all dealers, only tee. Try
Just What Everyone Should Do.
Mr. J. T. Barber, of Irwlnvllla, Oa., Electric Elttera, however, I found a care, them.
always keapa a bottle of Chamberlain's and by them waa reatored to perfect
I recommend thla great tonlo
Collo, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy health.
The Economist a4 Is worth readlng.
at hand ready (or Inatant uae. AtUtcke medicine to all with weak kldneya, liver Each and every Hue tells of a "Specor
etomaob. Guaranteed by all deaiere;
of eollo, cholera morbua and diarrhoea
ial" of some sort.
come on ao suddenly that there la ao price to.
time to hunt a doctor or so to the store
for medicine. Mr. Barber aaye: "I have
tried Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy, which la one of the
beat medlclnea I aver aaw. 1 keep a bottle of It In my room, aa I have bad several attacka of eollo and It haa proved
to be the beat medicine I aver uaed."
Bold by all dealers.
Via
W
SMI It's 10 to 1 you do if you are a vlotiin
8ewlng Machines For Rent
by week or month, at low rates. The
f ZX . Don't Do It. ! Dong-erouSinger Is acknowledged the lightest
I
We'll admit It will core malaria, but it leaves
running and most convenient of any.
.
I
almtait duadlv after efiucla.
Try one and be convinced. Only ai
the Singer stores. Look for the red
S., 218
South Second St., Albuquerdie-aa-
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The 8alvs that Penetrates.
DeWltt's Witch Haaal Salve penetrates
the port of tha skin, and by Ita analeptic, rublfoclent and healing Influence
It auoauea Inflammation ana curee Holla,
Buma. Cute, Kcaema. Tetter. Kin Worm
A speolfle for
and all akin dlaeajjea.
blind, bleeding. Itching and protruding
riiea. Tne original ana genuine wttcn
Hasel Salve la made by sf G. DeWItt
Co., and sold by ail dnigtsta.

e.

tea.

ntjtf

MERBINE

is purely veeotable and absolutely iruaraiitued
to cure malaria, sick beaduche, biliotiuiioau,
and all atoiuach, kiduey and liver oowpluiuU.
TRY IT
TO-DA-

90 Cents

cw

Dottle,

rot sue

All Druggists.
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A COMPROMISE
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Col. Allen T. Bird, editor of The Oasis, a profound
student of the political hlnlory of our country, in the
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article favors Joint Statehood.
Students of politcal' history affirm that the constituTHERE'S CRAPE ON THE DOOR.
tion of the United States was a compromise between the
At the home in the Highlands, alnit which centered representatives of
the thirteen original statea framing
lila laLors and hla love, there lies today, unseeing unand a series of compromises begreat
Instrument
that
hut
what
of
gearing, unheeding, the earthly talernac.e
All Bijreed that there was
themselves.
tween
states
the
yesterday was Thomas Hughes; and tomorrow it will
need for a closer bond of union than that contained In
toe "earth to earth, ashes to ashes, dust to dust."
during
But that is not all. Apart from that realm, beyond the original Articles of Confederation framed some the
such
Without
of
Revolution.
storm'
stress
the
and
us
the evening's sunset glow, where each and all of
and conbopo to apend the ceaseless ages of an expanding eter-m!t- clocer bond there was danger of disintegration
which could not fall to be taken
there Is even in this world, more for man than flict between thebystates,
Britain to again Invade AmeriGreat
advantage
Into
the
in
Hughes
lives
still
Thomas
death and oblivion.
compass reconqucst.
The general government,
love of his wife, the fond appreciation of his children, the ca and
which was in reality but little more than a Congressional
generous,
been
had
he
many
whom
to
of
the
Gratitude
had no independent revenue, and for its runand the friendshsip of the hundreds who knew and loved committee,
expenses
ning
had to depend upon contributions levied
fctm well.
upon the various states, which contribuHla waa a most amiable character; and he present- by Cougress
Individual states
tions were never promptly paid.
ed, probably above all men In the West, an illustration
states, causupon
imports
from
other
taxes
pertariff
levied
without
waged
may
be
that fierce political wars
upon trade.
and
Inconvenience
restraint
ing
controfriction.
newspaper
sonal bitterness, that the hottest of
Conflicting claims of the various states In the region
versies may be carried on without personal animosities.of west of
the Allegheny mountains caused strife and conquarter
a
for
Mexico
Journalism
At the head of New
reaching the very verge of open war. The foreJourn-td'.atention,
personal
a, century", and during; the period when
presents but a small portion of the evils
category
going
form,
In this territory predominated In its worst
American people suffered In the period
which
the
under
enemy
entire
In
the
personal
a
had
tt la doubtful If he
of
the Revolutionary war and the adopend
between
the
life,
hla
of
peculiarity
This
newspaper fraternity.
All felt that a new fabric
constitution.
or
of
the
tion
Mexico
u iW) 1.111 ILUH tn ujntiHriia
tthr in New
WUUIU
r
of government should be contrived.
mat ieiing iea iu is
elsewhere.
assembling of a constitutional conven- - IB
calling
and
the
it
suffers,
territory
whole
But while in hla death the
lion at Philadelphia, In 1787.
H Albuquerue, where he lived 'o long and labored so
l
But when the delegates from the various states met
efficiently, that th sorrow Is the greatest, the loss
organizel there Immediately developed a wide diyears
and
twenty-fivnearly
During
the
most, keenly felt.
versity
of opinion as to the necessary form and scope
Identified
prominently
was
of hia life In this city, he Albuquerque1 advancement, of the proposed new charter of government. The small
with every movement for
ttates were apprehensive of the growing might and
giving thereto most freely of his time, his ta.ent, his power of those larger.
The southern states feared the
haa
he
innumerable
money.
occasions
On
labor and his
Sentiment, which had already
abo.ition
of
rowth
the
secure
the
to
business
een known to neg.ect his own
they feared that sentiment
and
Itself
north
in
the
of
ihown
promoters
He was one of the original
city's good.
might achieve so great a weight that alavery would be
reaped
has
Albuquerque
which
from
fair,
Che territorial
people
He personally carried around the terminated, to the great loss and detriment of the human
so liberal a reward.
system
embraced
labor
of
where
statea
the
those
of
erection
subscription papers, which resulted in the
church. oonciage; while there were in the convention delegates
the first building for the Load avenue Methodist
ho wished the proposed fundamental law to provide
enumerathe
for
suffice
not
would
In a word, for time
These are but a few of
final extinction of slavery.
for
of
may
said
be
good,
public
it
tion of hla labora for the
with which the dele- interests
views
be
and
diverse
needy
away
from
the
lira that while he never turned
floor
on
one
of the convention.
gatess
another
faced
the
his door, he never withheld hia hand from any enterany one state would
everything
by
asked
concede
To
his
for
selected
had
city
he
prise for the benefit of the
have immediately prevented approval by all the rest.
home.
So with profound wisdom and splendid statesmanship
No lofty monument of marble may be erected to perhe delegates framed a charter which was a system of
inand
deeply
but
virtues,
memory
his
of
petuate the
compromises.
The small states were pacified by crea- the
hearts
of
upon
hundreds
delibly there is written
Ought to make itself evident to you without a lengthy considlegislative assembly, in one chani- a
ion
of
Hughes.
BTRONO BLOCK
pleasanteat recollections of the late Thomas
eration of the subject. If a cheap, unreliable instrument Is bought,
jer of which all states should have equal representation
it will soon wear thin in tone and lose all charm and value. A rehere the original proposition was for a single ieglsla
upon
popula
based
representation
ive
with
liable
chamber,
Instrument will last for a lifetime and always give satisfac80LUTION OF WATER PROBLEM.
ion.
The growing abolition sentiment was appeased
tion. The pianos we carry in stock are low enough In price to be
On Monday evening the city council will meet, and
a limitation placed upon the African slave trade,
reasonable and high enough to pay for the right sort of an instruno doubt the committee recently appointed to ascertain
SUPERINTENDENTS
nd
slave states were satisfied by having the regu- the
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Mrs. Roman Romero and Mrs. E. Rev. George H, Harrison, rector of
are vlsltln friends In Las St. John's Episcopal church, performVegas.
ing the ceremony. The bride arrived last night at 8 o'clock from the
Mrs. Hildgarde Omnsfeld left last east and the ceremony took place at
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Poore was accompanied on
for
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summer with her daughter.
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U. Harrison, Rector.
the water tank of the corral was the
Thursday morning at 8:30 o'clock
inscription:
P
"Claude Doane, June at the Immaculate Conception church
D
U
1. . r.l klita.!
.v, i
u i v mU Y71
r.ina
30, 1905."
HOLD-U- P
occurred the wedding of Miss Svlvla opera house. Services conducted by
Captain Fullerton Is of the onlnlon Anna Greaves and Louis W. Black, the pastor, Rev. Hugh A. Cooper,
that Doane Is still In hiding near two popular Albuquerque young peo morning and evening. Subject at 11
Albuquerque and that it is only
ple. A large
of friends i.f . m. win do, yuur struggle for In
question of a few days when he will the contractingnumber
o
parties attended the denendenrn" Tn tho snsni..
be caught napping. He said It was ceremonies.
The newly married m. the pastor will preach the tirst
is not what you find
probably true that Doane and a mem couple have gone to housekeeping at
um oi a series on me Ideal
uer or bis gang was at the stocK 307 Roma avenue.
when we are employHome." The subjects are as fol'nwa
yaids, south of this city, yesterday
1. The Ideal Husband.
ed to do your '. :
aiiernoon.
2. The Ideal Wife.
One of the most enjoyable social
The officers have by no means events of the
3. The Ideal Young Man.
past
week
occurred
at
given up the search and the man Is the
4. The Ideal Young Woman.
Bittner home on South Walter
not believed to have the slightest street
Monday evening when Harvey
cnance to escape.
Sundav srhnnl. at . . u a-- . m v,.r,B'ttner entertained about thirty of
I """fthis friends at a delightful dancing
There is just one way to party. The house was beautifully dec
Read The Economist ad today.
orated, the colors of Lelalfd Stanford
WE WILL WIRE YOUR STORE OR RESIDENCE.
have good
university, California, predominating.
Base ball Inniorrnv n nH nn Ufanlair
At the close of the evening dainty L.as vegas
uiues versus Browns.
firm
In the Safest and Most Up to Date Manner
refreshments were served and the
o
eiTM
ftaruring utncti
oda
guests departed after bidding their
"Lest VOll fnre-p-c v nra
aav tIt vet
B
'
J
host goodbye, he leaving that nleht read today's Economist ad.
economically :
for California to resume his studies
Chicken at the Columhim hntnl
Schilling's Best, at youi in the university.
tomonow, twenty-liv- e
cents.
Last
We Make a Specialty ol Electric Pumping Outfits,
nlcht
at
the home of Mr. and
jjrocer, moneyback.
Mrs. E. J. Cilison, on West Coal ave
Read The Economist
nue, Clarenrf E. Gaston, of WInslow,
SUITABLE FOR KESIDKNCES.
Ariz., was united in marriage to Miss
Why not go to the White Elenhant
Immense Muslin Wear Sale at The Mabel F. Poore, of Boston. Mass. ror
Eatlmatea Cheerful'y Given.
that nne free luncli tonlghtr
Economist this week.
Read the ad.

Furnishings
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The Colorado Telephone Company.

J

COLO.

CM.

ALBUQUERQUE

rh..

--

u

-

Ol tiZ & CO., C'ZrTtfrrslts.
LICNTNING HAY PRESSES

fist

We have the best Mower
and Rake made for New
Mexico
Runs Lighter, Longer and

&

BETTER

Bain and Old Hickory Wagons
HARNESS

AND

SADDLES

J. KORBER & GO,

4
NOT MORE MEDICINE

But more quality In the medicine you are already taking, la usually
what sick people need and should Insist on having.
When we buy drugs, we insist on having the best, so with best
qualities and prompt service, we are In position to offer protection to
sick people.

B. H. BRIGGS
Props. A I

CO.,

&

ft BTRKKT

BOTH PHONE

and GOLD AVK.

Pkimbinp;, Gas Fitting, and Dra'n Laying
I. It.- -.

" V"!

It will not be our fault If this year's
celebration of Independence Day Is
not celebrated. We will quickly do all
necessary repairing work so as to
have your plumbing In perfect condl
tlon for the Fourth. Why not let us
estimate on your work, let it be large
or small.

X

L. Bell Co.
J.
122 wear
avenum
silver

Automatle Telephone, No. 647.
Colorado Telephone, No. 78 Red.

Dos Ovster and
Chop House,
--

3

OfEN

-.

I

g.j g f
2

eat

L

At a reasonable cost

L

Chicken, lamb, and

cream pie at

Matinee at Traction Park Casino
tomorrow at 2:30 p. m. No reserved
seats. Admission, adults, 25 cents;
children, 15 cents. Regular show In
the evening.
o

Telephone Subscribers, Notice.
On and after this date the Central
New Mexico Telephone company will
charge the following tolls on their
line trom Albuquerque to Belen, and
intermediate points:
Albuquerque to Helen and Esmeralda, twenty-fiv- e
centa for three minutes and five cents for each additional
minute.
Albuquerque to Los Lunas, Peralta
and Valencia, twenty cents for three
minutes and five cents for each additional minute.
Subnci liters will be held responsible for all tolls from their telephone.
CEN1RAL NEW MEXICO
TELEPHONE COMPANY.
D. K. B. SETXERS,
July 1, 1305.
President.

Matinee at, Traction Park Casluo
tomorrow at 2: SO n. m vn raorw,i
seats. Admission, adults, 25 cents;
children, 16 cents. Regular show in
the evening.
Wootten, 123 South Third

nut

A lunch (.hat
Zeigor cafe tonight

.

hu

.
.

m.

Southwestern
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the Columbus hotel tomorrow.

street

r. TinnmtmwwwmmmmrmuuiiiiiiinS

A

t

WootUsn

CORDLLLS & SUNTAAG, Proprietors

rt

Mnni-pawd-

List your real estate for sale with

DAY A NO NIQH1

Cowrce

Electrical Work

Base ball Sunday, Monday and
Tuesday at Traction Park, between
the Las Vegas Blues and the Albuquerque Browns. Admission, fifty
cents.

Little Poodle

Connected with the St. Elmo Saloon.
cr
Strictly firet-clae- a
short order house. Good things to

Prescriptions

Something good. ' That Is the free
lunch at Zelger cafe tonight.

vara do Pharmacy)

RUPPE

Be
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x

d
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The Standard Plumb-m- g

Dine

1

TRACTION PARK
TV

1771
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This Pretty New Summer Theater Will Open

SATURDAY

EVE,

JULY

1ST

COME AND BRING YOUR FAMILY

Wade Musical Stock Go,,
"DIRECT FROM GMCA60"

Will Present the Delightful Comic Opera,

THE BEGGAR PRINCE
cast, including Miss Gertrude HutchinAn
son, Miss Leila Thome, Miss Kittle Nice, Miss Addle
Mumford, F. A. Wade, O. Byron Bronti, Jay C. Taylor,
Frank Burgess, Stanton Brady, Lawrence Powers, etc,
MR. LOUIS PERL, MUSICAL DIRECTOR.
General Admission
25c
Reserved seats and tables In Palm gardens
60c
Refreshments of all kinds served throughout the
house during the performance. Reserved seat tickets
on sale from 8 a. m.. to 6 p. m. at O. A, Mataon ft
Co., stationer, 2)2 West Railroad avenue.
MATINEE SUNDAY AFTERNOON, 15 AND 25CT8.
all-st-

Co.,

SiSSSE

LIQUOR AND CIGAR
DEALERS

and O. F. C. WhlskieK, Most At Chandon While Seal Champagne, St. Loula A
H. C. Bohemian aud Jo. Schliti Milwuukee Bottled Beer, and ownera and
diitribuwra of the lvarado Whiskey. Writ for our Illustrated catalogue and
price list. Automatic Telephone 199.
Salesroom 111 South Hrt
Albuquerque New Meilco.
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WHOLESALE
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Have You Noticed the DomesticFinish
We give on
durable

it is.

our

laundry

work?

Try It and

see how

Notice how long it keeps its finish.

We turn out linen, white as snov

and free from all

specks or wrinkles.

Imperial Latmdry Co.
"RED WAGONS"
T II E

OT

VII
SAUPLE

FINEST

m

CI RflO

hihlllW
AND

CLUB ROOMS

t

WHISKIES, WINES

eRANDIS

JOSEPH

c. 4

BARNETT. Prop.

120 West Railroad Avenue

...4.

.1

ALBUQUERQUE EVENING CITIZEN.
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Mutlin

Good

all sizes

cn

UD

ECONOMIST

FA

Corset Covers

SATURDAY, JULY

Muslin Drawers
Of Good Materials
titched Ruffle, pair

RflMslIm (UJmidleirweair

BEGIN WEDNESDAY

JULY FIRTH

TflERE is much saving in price because
these events are planned for enlivening the
proverbially dull .month, and profits
are eliminated to a degree certain to attract
quick response. In short, this sale means
reliable undermuslins at the smallest prices.

MONTHS of most careful and thorough

THE ECONOMIST'S Muslin Underwear
Sales are of a character so distinctly removed
from the common as to attract instant and enthusiastic response on the part of all prudent
buyers to whom the message of the interesting
event comes.

Ham

Deep

19c

Albuquerque 9s Biggest Brightest' and Busiest Store

of

1, 1905.

preparation provide not only the very choicest

bus-nessof-

procurable examples of dainty, fascinating art
in these lines, but a quality of materials and
nd
is
thoroughness in making which can
fully endorsed with this store's good name.
be-a-

a

The Entire Stock deduced For The Occasion
and .Arranged in Lois as Follows:
3

2

1

29c

19c

5C

Corset

4

49c

39C

Covers
3,95

5C to

6

5

1

59C

8

7

75C

949C

9

1.25

Drawers'

Marguerites

3.50

1.75 to 6.50

9c to

10

11

1.59

1.9B

75c to

2

I

Price

4

3

5

J.75 2,35 2.95

3.50

6
3.95

7

13

14

2.98

2. SO

PROPORTION

IN

15

4.35

3. SO

Gowns
59ct0

12.50

12.50

CINE

FRENCH hand-mad- e
Underwear, in the new combination effects.
These
lovely undergar- tnent com In a combination of Corset Cover and Drawers, or Corset Cover and Skirt. La
Grecque Tailor-mad-e
Undermuslins are famed far and wide, they being the product of one of the best
makers of Fins Muslin Undsrwear In the country. The finest materials only are used In their manuThey are exquisite and dainty. They are of generous alze and shapely cut. Th prices atfacture.
tached to these fine undermuslins wlU maks them doubly Interesting to you.

OPPORTUNITY to buy your Parasol at ofeatly reduced price. Going to clean out the stock
the prlceo will accomplish thla. Each and every parasol, and each and every one Is this
Elegant assortment
season's goods Is placed on sale at a figure close on to the cost of th article.
to choose from. There are: Black and Colored Taffeta Silk Parasols, in solid colors and fancy figures; Parasols of Pongee and White Linen, trimmed in Embroidery and hemstitched. They'll sell as
,
follow.:
.

1.00

12

REDUCED

Combination Muslinwear

FINE

-

GOODS

Skirts

Clearing Prices on Parasols

Lots

ALL FINER

1.50 to 7.50

8

4.75 5.35

nansHankMBBB
EVENING CITIZEN

The Man and The Machine Which Set Two N?w Records

Published Daily and Weekly.
Starting at 1:30 o'clock Friday
By The CJUien Publishing Company. afternoon, June 23, to lower the
1,000-miiautomobile record,
Entered at postofflce for transmis- Guy Vaugn succeeded in knocking
sion through the mails sa second class two hours, sixteen minutes and forty-matter.
one
seconds from the old record by
completing his Journey at 1:08:02
Saturday afternoon.
C. O. Wridgeway, at the Brighton
union(&1label
Beach track a few weeks ago, did the
1,000 miles la twenty-fivhours, fifty

I

J

Associated Presa, Afternoon Dispatches.
Largest City and County Circulation.
t
New Mexico Circulation.
The
Largest Northern Arizona Circulation.

minutes and one second, and It was
this record Vaughn went alter and
captured.
At the conclusion of the
ten centuries Vaughn did not stop,
but kept on until he had driven an
hours, at which
even twenty-fou- r
AGAIN
YOUNC MANHOOD BACK
timo h had set another new record.
His distance for the twenty-fou- r
miles. His time
hours was 1,015
Are you going to keep on the way
e
for the 1.000 miles was twenty-thre-twenty
you
are wean, powerless, nopeiesa
minutes and
hours, thirty-threand unable?
seconds.
Or shall the great Man Medicine
erlve vou once more the gusto of Joy- tul satisfaction, the pulse ana tnroD oi
physical pleasure, the keen k,se of
man sensation, the luxury or me, me
and snap of body power and comfort
free?
Man Medicine does that.
It makes man mighty in man
strength and man force. It restores
the ability of youth cures nervous
debility and man weakness.
You feel again the glow and gleam
of lfvely living.
The proof test of Man Medicine Is
yours to prove and try without a dollar or a cent to pay. We sent it free
plain wrapper sealed prepaid
delivered.
It will do what you want It to do.
Man Medicine does what man medicine should do.
VAUGHN GOING AT TOP SPEED.
It makes men real men man-lik- e
refreshes the
of body sources and keeps
he says:
"We are one of the them full.
backward races, that is true, but the
Your name alone, and where to send
'reservation' is not the motive power the Man Medicine, that la all you have
win cause the race to forge to do or send or ask. We send It free
RACE tnai
aneaa.
to every discouraged one of the man
sex.
INTERSTATE REMERY COMPANY
Luck Bldg., Detroit, Michigan.
e

e

C

Lau-gea-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally by mall, 1 year in advance $5.00
' Daily by mall, one month
.60
Dally by carrier, one month
60
Daily by carrier, one week
20
Weekly by mail, one year
2.00
The Evening Citizen will be delivered In the city at the low rate of 20
cents per week, or for 60 cents per
month when paid monthly.
Rates for Advertising can be had on
application.

Aoe

GUT VAUGHN.

fjotiflylng us immediately of any
of the paper.

u'y
y

NDIAN JOAN OF ARC FITS HERSELF
AT C0LIEGE

All letters and remittances should
be addressed to The Citizen Publishing Company. Drafts, checks and post,
office and express money orders must
bo made payable to the order of the
company.
OUR TELEPHONES:
Automatic, 183.
Bell. 15.

'

TO FIEVATE HER

NEW TIME CARD

PRETTY GERMAN GIRL
PICNICKING

In a kind of bilious mood,
Tou wish an aid to digest food.
No other pill Is half no ood
As DoWltt s Llttl Early Risers.
The Famous LlttU Pills EARLY RISERS cure Constipation, Slok Headache,
BlUouaneaa, etc They never rlp or
sicken, but Impart early rlaln energy,
flood for children or adults. Bold by ail

If

Eastbound.
No. 2, Atantlo Express, arrive 7:5
a. m.; departs :xu a. m.
mo.
. Chicago Limited, arrives
11:59 Tuesdays and Fridays; departs
13:09 a. dl, Wednesdays and Batur- uays.
No, 8, Chicago and Kansas City Ex.
preas, arrives t:45 p. m.; departs 7:45

TOMORROW

orufclata.

p. m.

A xVr
5V
--

rm-

Westbound.
No. 1, Loa Angeles Express, arrives)
7:80 p. m.; depart 1:16 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives
10:40 a. m, Monday and Thursdays;
departs 10:60 a, m. Monday and
Thursdays.
No. 7, Sua Francisco Fast Mall arrives 10:30 p. m.; depart 11:19 p. z,
8outhbound.
No. 27 depart 11:80 p. m connect
with eastern train
No. 22 arrives from south 7:30 a. m.
connecting with No. J, eastboond.
All train dally except No. t and 4.

-i

.aJCt... ,T' C.V.I
1

w

TRY OUR

DENTI8T8.

J. E. KRAFT.
Dental Surgeon.
Kooms 16 and 16 Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods Company.
Both phones. Appointments made by
mall.
DR.

W. N. Macbeth.
Kooms 24 ana 'ia, Barnett building, cor-le- r
Railroad avenue and Second street,
inuquerque
Appointments
made by
nail, h urs: t to 12; 1 to C Open even-ng?

to a

Fresh Meats and Sausages

Ij

'

A Specially Fine Line
UNION
3

MARKET

j

207 West Gold Aveune

!;

Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 8.
Railroad avenue Office hours
to U.30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to (

No. K
a. ra.

:30

p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments

made

by mall.

Bernard 8. Rodey.
Albuquerque,
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession.
Will practice In all courts of the terri
tory and before the United Btates land
ATTOH.NEI-AT-LA-

otboa.

Ira M. Bond.
32 F street. N.
ATTORN
W., Washington, Li. v.. Pensions, lands,

patents, copyrights, cavlata, letter
ents, trade marks, claims.

pat-

R. W. D. Bryan.
Albuquerque,
First national Bank

ATTORNEI-AT-LA-

N. M.

Office,

Offlce
N. M.

well block, Albuquerque,

Fc Restaurant

MEALS AT ALL HOURS.
Quick Time, Good Service, at
Reasonable Prices.
The nearest placs In Albuquerque to Santa Fe depot.
Open night and day. Bar In
connection.
LYNN .HAVEN
BAY .and
BLUE POINT OYSTERS In any
etyle
First Street and Sliver Avenue,
Opposite Depot.
MEAL TICKETS. 21 MEALS 15

mmm
00NT

E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNKT-AT-LA-

Where to Dine Well

; Santa

LAWYERS.

FORGET

Crom- -

The Albuquerque Transfer Co. Y
' John H. 8tlngle.
handles any old thing. Call at
W , Suite 1, N. T. V No. no West
ATTORNE
Gold avenue. Au-Annljo building. Albuquerque, N. U.
"
tomatlc 'phone 862. Bell 'phone
155 black.
v

I

F. W. 8pencer.
Barnett building,

Rooms
N. M. Automatlo

Albuquer-ue- ,

A. E. WALKER,

'phone tM.

V. O. Wslllngford.
Room 2, First National Bank
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building Associa
tion. Office at I. C. Baldrldge s
bum ber Yard

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS,

OILS.

VARNISHES AND BRUSHES

PHYSICIANS.
C. H. Conner,

M.

D,

D. O.

Osteopathic physician and surgeon.
President New Mexico Board ot Osteo
successfully
pathy. .All diseases
treated. Office Barnett building.
S
to 4. Both tele
Hours, 9 to Z and
phones. Sunday by appointment.
Dr. J. E. Bronson.
Homeopathic Physician.
Room II.

W

Palmetto

Roof

leak.

Paint atop

all

One gallon Devoea' Paint covers
300 aquare fast two coats.
LEATHER,

HARNESS.

SADDLES,

ETC.

400 W. RAILROAD AVE

biting Block.

Found a Cure for Dyspepsia.

Mrs. 8. Lindsay, of Fort William.
Ontario, Canada, who has suffered quite
VETERINARIAN.
a
number of years t.Jm dyspepsia,
great pains In the stomach,
Mrs. Bambini, at ner parlors, No. MOTHERS, DO YOU KNOW
was advise
Dr. F. L. Schneider, B. 8. D. V. 8.
by
her druggtat to take Cfcaroberlala'a
209
Dentist.
Burgeon
and
Veterinary
West
Railroad
avenue,
la the many
birth medicines, snd
and Liver Tablets. Ub did a
Offlce with B. 11. i rtggs a Co., the Al- - Btomach
prepared to give thorough scalp treat- most remedies tor women in the treatmrnt
and says, "I find that they hat oms
me a great deal of good. I have neves'
ment, do hair dressing, treat corns, of her delicate orsaui, contain more ot farad o Pharmacy. Both 'phones.
had any suffering slnoe I begaa urnui
opium,
leu
morphine snd strychnine t
bunions and Ingrowing nails.
She
them." If trouble with yspepaaa, ea
SUMMER SCHOOL.
Do You Know that in most countries
Indigestion wby not take these Table,
gives massage treatment and mani- druggists
Of Albuquerque Business College.
are
permitted
narcotnot
sell
to
set well and stay weUT For sals by Ui
curing. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara ics without labeling
In addition to regular work we will dealers.
poisons i
them
white tions of complexion cream builds uy
Do You Know that you should not have Review Classes for teachers' cer-

tat

Laura

t.

M.
San Francisco, July 1. Miss
maiden,
Indian
a
Cornelius,
GUESS HER NAME.
haj Just finished a course of study
The large ranch house of W. H at Stanford university, which she InSwartzman, south of tne city and Its tends shall fit her for the work of
environments will be the scene tomor elevating her red brethren to the
row of a picnic party sponsored by th plane of the highest civilization.
Jolly German society of Harugarl "Mlss Cornelius, who is proud of the
Heavily laden dinner baskets are be fact that she Is a direct dencondant
ing filled today, to that the drive to of a tribe of Indians, the Oneidas,
the country may be made in the cool who for centuries have kept their
1 he
enter blood untainted, does not believe in
of the early morning.
tainment will include dancing, games Indian reservations. ..She fxels that
swings, hammocks and noonday naps making the Indian a beneficiary of
that system results only la weaken
after , real
picnic dinner, with plenty to ing his nature Instead of developing
r round The
return to the city will be. his best instincts.
The young worn
drink.
made la the cool of the evening.
j an also laments the Intertntagllng of
full-bloo- d

old-styl- e

spread-upon-the-

jdr

J

j

the Indian race with that of the
and negro. She would have her peo- the skin and Improves th complex-Ionple kf-the purity of their blood
and are guaranteed not to be In
unspoiled by mixing with other races. jurious. She also prepares a hair
With these views on the Indian tonic thM, cures and prevents dan
QUHiition, Miss Cornelius leaves
for druff and hair falling out; restores
the KaiU this week with the Intention lite to dead hair; removes moles,
of returning to her tribe.
wan ana supernuous nair. Also a
She wlil there enter the Oneida face powder, a freckle care and pimple
community and devote all of her time cure, and pile cure. All of these pre
to the mental, moral and physical pa rat kins are purely vegetable coinelevation of her people.
pounds. Have just added a vibrater
By ber people the young woman Is machine for treatment of scalp, face
regarded as a Joan of Arc.
Her and cur of wrinkles. It Is also nsed
,

-

Influenoe among them is tremendous for rheumatism, pain and message.
and if anyone can raise the Indian
from his present state of degeneracy,
FEE'S SUMMER TAFFY AT VVAL
Miss Cornelius is certainly that one. TON'S DRUG 8TORJE ONLY.

A

..M...a..a.M.a.mt

ARCHITECTS.

A. L, Morgan.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER Estimates cheerfully furnished; lob work solicited. Automatlo 'pbone 724; (Shop U
North becond street. Albuquerque, N. M.

Angeles.
No. 7 carrie through chair, standard and tourist sleeping ear for Baa
Francisco.
F. L. MYERS, Agent

I

a,

CONTRACTOR & BUILDER.

No. 1 carrie through chair, standard and tourist sleeping car to Loa

''
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CARDS

well-sprin-

man-powerf-

Subscribers will confer a tutor

PROFESSIONAL

MEDICINE

FREE

no-sto- p

OFFICIAL PAPER OF
BERNALILLO COUNTY.
OFFICIAL PAPER OF
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE.

MAN

take Internally any medicine lor the tificates, high school, graded school.
pain accomoanvlna nretnincv.
and Bpanlsh courses. Open Monday,
Do You Know thai Mother1 Friend June 12.
la applied externally only?
leu weeks for $10. for any course.
Do You Know that Mother Friend
For further particular address
la a celebrated prescript ior, and that it
RAMSAY eV ALLMAN,
has been in use over forr veara. and that Glsckler Block, Corner Fourth street

THE

CLEAN a rea
AMD

It MALI

NQ

CATARRH

CUUK FOU

CATARRH

each bottle of the geo jine bears the name
and Gold Avenue.
of The Brad Geld Regulator Co. t
Ely's Cream Balm
Do you kuow that when yon us thU
CLAIRVOYANT.
and pleaunt to
smedy during the period of gestation
Cuutaiua no
Mrs. Alice Cobura Hayward, clairthat vou w.ll be free of pain and baal voyant
drug.
and business medium, ltO li U quickly
atanrfced.
health v. hearty and clever children t
10
Office
street.
hours:
Arno
(Jives
South
iUlief at once.
wen, tbeke tilings are worth knowtnf
and
by
Oeaues
Sunday
Evening
and
dally.
It
Oina
to
I
They are facts. Of druggists at jfi.on
we nam rHMi, COLD'N HEAD
Don't be pemuided ta tr a auhatit. appolntmenL
Allan lnHaromatiutt.
flaela and frutacui the Meabnne. Bealorea UiS
Ourlittls book "Motherhood" free.
at Taw and bmelL Large Sue, a cent at
Subscribe for The Cltuen and get Inia
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Big and cheap enough to have your own garden.

Also level and suitable for immediate

n

building purposes.
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Overlooking the city, free from dust and smoke, abundance of fresh air.
One grand opportunity to own your own home.
G me Early, 29 Sold First Ten Days
Only $10 Down, Balance $1 Per Week.

r
W. H. GREER,
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President. SOLOMON

LUNA,

M. W. FLOURNOY, Secy.

V-Presid-

ent.

D. K. B. SELLERS.

Manager.
M

Albuquerque, New Mexico, is in the United States.
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ALHUQUEKQUK EVENING

OUTLAW

BALL

SATURDAY,

MRS. SENATOR CLARK

THINGS

JSRIPPIHB

CITIZEN.

WAR AGAINST THE LEAGUES ASSOCIATED
IN THE NATIONAL
AGREE
BUSINESS RAIDS MADE FOR GOOD BIG SALARIES WINTER AND SUMMER,
FA8T HORSES AND REAL ESTATE ARE SIDE OFFERS TO INDUCE CRACK PLAY-ERTO JUMP CLUBS SUPPORTED BY POPULAR SUBSCRIPTION PENNSYLVANIA
TOWNS BASE
BALL MAD ROWDY BALL AND SLUGGERS FETED.

EXCURSIONS
TO LOUISVILLE. Kv.. DENVER. nnT.OTiAnn
SPRINGS AND PUEBLO, Colo., OHIOAOO, ST
LOUIS. MEMPHIS, KANSAS CITY, AND ALL
POINTS NORTH AND EAST

S

Harrlaburg, Ps., July 1. With the
endorsement of T. B. Creamer as
president of tho
Asportation, commonty termed the "outlaw
league," ar la to be declared upon
the leagues associated under the national agteement.
President Creamer tendered his
resignation a few days ago because
the directors refused to endorse his
Trl-stat-

....

I

HarriB-burg-

-

.

'

and
Rock Island Systems

1

.

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT
Fastest Schedules
Finest Equipment
DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

in:

p

would probably break
tip. However, Harrlsburg played, and
now, tney say, the league is out for
omebody s blood.
To the base ball student there appears to be no excuse for outlawry
la the
Association. The
towns are not, with perhaps one or
two exceptions, large enough to support class AA base ball, to which
class the American Association and
the Eastern League belong.
But because It was not recognized
as eligible to class AA, which would
allow It to draft from class A and
e
smaller leagues, the
decided
to Ignore the national agreement and
the iNational Association of Minor
Leagues and stand as an Independent
organization.
It then began to sign players who
bad been reseived by the major
Trl-stat- e

iv

vMtiua-

iriwn'tt.t,
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p
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CHAS. W. SOMERS.

S
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leagues and by the strongest of the
In support of this It was
minors.
claimed that, although, reserved, the
men had not signed contracts for this
season and were at liberty to sign
where they pleased.
The signatures of these reserv
men started the trouble. Victor
Willis refused to take a cut in salary
from the Boston Nationals and signed
with Altoona. Boston reconsidered
and Willis "yumped his yob" and
went to Boston.
secured the
Then Williamsport
services of "Billy" Hamilton and FTed
AnpleKate, who soon left and went
back to their respective clubs, only
to experience rubber legs later on,
and back they went to the
"where they are at present.
Asso
Emissaries from the
ciation are scouting the National and
American Leagues, American Asso
ciation, Eastern, Western and South
Trl-stat-

Trl-stat- e

,

ment by bagging Campbell, of Louisville; Hartman, of Little Rock; Hart-maof Minneapolis; McOeehan, Zimmerman and Applegate, of Toronto;
Lewis, Relsllng and Owens, of Brook
lyn; Lush, of Philadelphia, and sev
"ral others.
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VACATION
rfo W.A Clark
imt inlv 1. Social lead-- !
ers of Butte are very much agitated ,
because several members oi tne upper set have been refused admittance
to the residence or unuea otai
Senator W, A. Clark by the senator's
young wife.
Three of the more prominent
nf Rntta ancietv called' at the
Clark mansion several days ago to
pay their respects to Mrs. Clark. The
butler took their cards, ana wnne
they waited, the women say, they
fconvH
a eontlo familiar voice in
structing the servant to convey to
the callers the information mat Mrs.,
j
Clark was not at home.
Th fart that thin trio had been
snubbed did not deter others from
"nTTt

having a try at making their way
into the presence of the wife of Montana's Benior senator.
Some of them in every instance
those who had known Mm Clark
during .her girlhood, wheCljfte lived
In poverty with her parents here
were admitted and welcomed cordially.
Then it leaked out that Mrs. Clark
preferred the friends of the old days
to those who seek to pay her homage
now that she is wealthy, but who
failed to recognize her or any member of her family at the time when
she was Miss La Chapelle and known
only as the daughter of a poor French
physician, struggling to support his
family.

Montana Septuagenarian

Must Die on Gallows

OEO. SMITH,
MANAGERS
AND "BILLY" HAMILTON, HARRISBURO.

THE OUTLAW TERRITORY
era Leagues, looking for

good players
who can be influenced to Join the
outlaws.
Soon after this became apparent
the National Association of Minor
Leagues retaliated, and Clay, Stecher
e
and Shaw Jumped from the
to Louisville, of the American Association,
The outlaws returned the com pi Trl-stat-

ALTOONA,

It was confidently expected that
when the league magnates met to fill
the vacancy caused by Creamer's resignation that a man acceptable to all
the directors wculd be chosen.
and Lancaster were bitterly
opposed to Creamer and did every
thing but openly charge him with
double-crossine
the
in th
Interest of the big leagues. Now tnat
the directors have refused, by a vote
of six to two, to accept his resignation, and have endorsed his very action. It Is expected the wartime wooing of big league players will be continued with renewed vigor.
All in all, the situation In base ball
looks serious.
Rowdyism Is rampant in the
and the magnates stand for it,
as do the fans, seemingly enjoying
the mlxups. If any thing more was
needed to assure a speedy finish of
the league the teams would doubtless
furnish It.
Action on behalf of the Brooklyn
team, Col. John I. Rogers, formerly
owner of the Phillies, has notified the
League kangaroos, In the
that unless they teturn to
tneir respective teams, Injunction pro
ceedings will be instituted prohibit
ing tnem playing ball in Pennsylva
Hai-rlsbu-

g
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Kansas City, Leavenworth Atchison, St. Jos- eph and return, Q30.OO
Chicago and return, 31. SO
St. Louis and return, 40. GO
St. Paul and Minneapolis, 40.35
Omaha and return, $40.55
Memphis and return, 43.63
Many other points
ncKmrm on alk junk , 4, 9, 0, v, &i 0f 11f
ao
july 1, m, a, 4, m, m, r, m, m
FINAL RETURN LIMIT OCTOBER 31st
Call

ble drive in Central park, and presto!
!
me reai. oi us ionow sua jusi ss soon
as we can find money enough to buy
costumes suitable for such a feat.
But Mrs. John Jacob Astor has
started a sensible fad; a fad for
gray hair.
She couldn't help Its being sensible.
Nature got in her good work ss to deciding that the hair should be gray.
But Mrs. Astor proved hersefl equal
to the occasion by pretending that
gray hair was the one thing needed
to complete her happiness.
When she saw that it really must
be gray, she made the most of the
crown of glory. She dressed It so
that the tufts of hair still dark were
tucked away beneath a fluff of gray.
She consulted hor hair dresser and
found that the beauty of gray hair
lay in keeping the whliV hairs perfectly and purely white, and all the
A ?
balr clean.
The result was as leautlful as she
i V' "I
I'- - .
hoped it to be. Mrs. James Stillman
AH
gray
followed suit.
the
1
hairs of
rM.
the 400, hairs which had before been
hidden carefully away under pompadours or rolls of brown, popped suddenly into light.
MRS. JOHN JACOB ASTOR.
The younger the woman the more
delightful Is she to possess gray hair. that gray hair together with a fair
Someone has all at once discovered young face Is a combination hard, In

A si

yellow.

Ana witn the tact and wisdom of
rasnioname swells, these women hv
found out that an American Beauty
rose makes an attractive and stunning
ornament for gray hair. Thev avoid
white, and seek contrast In all hair
ornaments.
They heve found out so manr
things, and in so short a time, and
are making themselves so attrsctlva
with their handsome symbols of age,
that we, even we of the rank and file,
shsll ape them as rapidly as time and
nature will permit.

lor Further Inforaatlon
&

S. F. Ry.

&

RIO GRAM BE
SYSTEM
"Scenic Line of the World"

Jliller.
for the picture. He declines to reveal the Identity of the woman, but
it Is believed that she is a former
sweetheart, as Fuller says he was
never married.
Tne old man is bearing up well and
the Jail ductals think he will go to
his death bravely.

Shortest and quickest
tins from
Santa Fe to Denver, Pueblo and Colorado 8prlngs, and all Colorado points.
Connection at Denver and Pueblo with
all lines east and west Time aa quick
and rates as low as by other lines.
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
DINING
CARS, TOURIST CAR8, CHAIR
CARS.

GOLF MAKES PLUMP ARMS

On all through

trains.

No tiresome

delays at any station.
For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply to

nia.
And this

deed, to resist.
With the discovery of this secret
many others have been brought to
light. Among others It Is discovered
that gray hair shall be soft and wavy
and "fluffed out" If Its whole beauty
is to be displayed.
It is found that gTay hair looks beBt
piled high, and Is seldom effective
when combed low.
Common wash bluing, a few drops
of it In the water in which the hair
is rlnced after the shampoo, gives a
delightful silvery effect to the white
hairs and does not Injure the color
of the dark ones. If white hairs are
yellow, bluing remedies the evil.
A pure white soap must be used
for the shampoo, and any tonic containing glycerin must be carefully
avoided. It turns the white hairs

Office

DENVER

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
A- - S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe,
New Hex.

SUMMER EXCURSIONS

EAST

GRAY HAIR IS THE RAGE

li

at Ticket

F. L. MYERS, Agent A. T.

threat will be carried out
The action is based upon the Lajoie- Hernnurci
8
decision.
li
Such a move
Ii
would be a blow to the outlaws at
this time.
HARRY S. PULUAM.
Knowing that every club In the as
In a private telegram to The Citizen, Harry S. Pulllam, president
sociation, HarrlBburx possibly except
of the National League, says:
Chicago, 111., July 1. No enterprise, in my Judgment, based on out- ed, will be a big looser financially, tne
lawry or a defiance of law and order can live. It may have a spasmodic men behind the various clubs have
existence, but it success cannot be permanent. No organization or enter- put up large sums to maintain the
prise that is not based on law and order and business integrity can expect league. ,
i ue section covered by the asso
to gain the confidence of the American public, be the enterprise commercial or sport. Personally I do not give the subject of outlaw ball serious ciation is base ball crazy. The towns
thought. The mere fact of catering to contract breakers will of itself are apparently inhabited by fanaonlv,
nettle this proposition without any interference from those who do not who refuse to work afternoons while
the teams play. And employers are
agree with this method of doing business.
HARRY C. PULLIAM.
In sympathy.
Shops are closed so
tne men may attend the games. Busl
ness men have contributed to popular
suuseripuons to support the teams,
that the best men may be secured.
You can't beat that, can you?
Lve:y
Is offered bail
SILVERY LOCKS AMONG LEADERS OF NEW YORK'S FOUR HUN- - tossers toInducement
loin the outlaws. Blar sal
DRED SET THE FAS HION HOW TO WEAR
arles during the playing season, promTHE HAIR.
ises of lucrative positions out of
season, real estate, automobiles, fast
(By Cynthia Grey.)
horses all have been tendered playWe are such a lot of apes, we
ers on the side,

Let a leader of the 400 turn a series of somersaults down a fashiona

llrftflU If

hjM

Trl-stat-

s

i

Butte, Mont. July 1 The oldest
person to be legally nanged in the
United States, so far as the records
show, will be sent to his death in
this city on July 25. The condemned
man is Miles Fuller, a prospector
aged 70. Fuller was convicted of the
murder of Henry Gallahan a year
ago. After once attempting to poison
his victim by placing strychnine in
his coffee, Fuller waylaid and shot
him in the back. He suspected Gal
lahan of robbing his sluice boxes,
but it was shown at the trial that
another man was the thief.
Fuller's age aroused much sympa
thy and It required considerable ef
fort on the part of the trial Judge to
pass sentence of death.
The condemned man has been a
familiar figure In Butte for thirty
years, but little is known of his history prior to coming to Montana.
Packed away in a box in his cabin
Is the faded photograph of a young
woman.
Several times since his conviction the aged murderer has asked

A

'women.

6. P. A., E. P.
Sjfstmt ELPaso, Tex

'

JcitNJTOWH

1

Fir further information call or address

I

CHAS. W.SOMERS.
In response to a query", Vice" president Somers, of the American
'
"
league, writes:
Philadelphia. Pa., July 1. Although the outlaw clubs have not as yet.
to my knowledge, Bigned an American League player, our organization Is
not indifferent to the situation. We are alive to It, but I have not heard
of any concentrated plan either to wheedle the outlaws into the fold or to
oppose them to the end. It does not seem to le President Johnson s plan
just now to take the initiative, but really I know of nothing contemplated
by our league now regarding the outlaw clubs. They are not being considered In any way by us, either by conferences or correspondence.

a . too ha

j

Short One East

V. R. STILOS,

Tri-stat-
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Cars all the Way

-

Trl-stat- e
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El Paso Northeastern

team
It was hinted that the suspension
Was the result of major league machi,
nations. It was figured that
without the players, would refuse to play, and that In the hiix-u-

I

....

VIA

e

action In suspending Captain Calhoun
and Manager Hamilton, of the local

the

1iX.

1,

LOW RATE

RETURNS SNUB FOR SNUB

TR'SIAI.E ASSOCIATION'S
8ERIOUS
I.T.NJ.,a
WHIZ WAGONS,

JULY

Chicago and return. $5250, with final limit of October 31 or
'
good for sixty days.
St. Louis and return. 144.60, with final limit of October 81 or 143 80
'
good for sixty days.
TICKETS ON SALE DAILY UNTIL SEPTEMBER 30.
Denver and return, $25.15.
Colorado Springs and return, $22.15.
Pueblo and return, $20.15.
Glenwood Springs and return, $36.15, via Pueblo, or $41.15 via Denver.

"'"

Just now fashion says women must
wear short sleeves. The women with
bony arms squirm a little, but still
they drop off the sleeves. Fot.- bones
or no bones woman must be In fash

pendence of movement.
Not every woman, however, can

af--

fI) T it In UlWttiil t h n lima 'i. tnnhaw
ettfiarv1 in
irama !1iAFnitlilv
VUG Fl
VOW.WUftU.J.
' ' llarn lha
This being the case, benefit can be ob- ion.
muiiiu uy praci icing snois in tne
Nothing improves the arm so much home or in the back yard.
Buy a driver and a putter.
as exercise. The beautiful arm Is the
Both
arm that has muscle. The size, roundness and plumpness of the arm is and, dressed for the occasion, go in- muscle. A Arm mucle Improves even 10 ine yard or tne basement, or Into
any room where the full swing of the
the appearance of the skin.
The woman who pounds a typewrit driver will not smash glass or spot
-

er all day usually has a plump round wan paper.
Standing
forearm. The woman who stands all
day sd. ubbing up and down on the
washboard, has, as a rule, little need
to mourn over a thin, skinny arm.
Some beauty doctors have advo
cated sweeping as a means of devel
oping tho arms.
But the woman who wants to. Improve her arms without working does
It by playing golf.
Beating carpets
would do just as well, but golf sounds
more aristocratic.
Few games possess the fascination
that golf does. And at it women have
a chance to compete on almost even
terras with men.
ine benefits derived from golf are
many. Combined with the long walks
ovetr hill and dalJ, the swinging of th
clubs bring strength, health and inde

with the feet well separated to give firm footing, grasp the
handle of the driver fUmly, swinging the head of the club over the
right shoulder. Mark a place on the
ground or carpet where an imaginary
ball reposes,
and swing the ball
down swiftly, with a free arm movement as if to strike the ball, turning
on the toe of the right foot as the
club swlugs upward.
Let the body go with the swing of
the al ms, easily and steadily. Practicing this, say 20 times every morning, will result In a better carriage,
while the effect on undeveloped arms
snd neck are wonderful.
A splendid exercise for
the arms
and back is the use of the putter. The
short, Btiff-arstrokes, will round
out arms in a remarkable manner.

Tickets on Sale Daily Until October

15.

F. L. MYERS, Agent A. T.

Final Limit Oct. 31st
& S.

F. Ry.
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Discount For

20

10

ALBUQUERQUE

Days

HARDWARE GO.
Buttrkk Patterns
V. B. Comts
BlackCatHoifcry

4th Street and Railroad Avenue

J. D. EMMONS
.Both 'Phones.

I B. ILFELD & COMPANY

Cenlemcrt 1C
Gloves
Gcfeha Vaarts
Albright's Shoes

T

Railroad Ave. and Third St.

I

Waists for Boys Extra
a good range of designs,
light and dark colors, worth regular
Percale

EVERY

TOOLS

Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co. Corner Coal Ave. and Second St.

f

THE STORE OF QUALITY

1

TINNERS

PLUMBERS

Through mistake, we had a large order of 'crockery duplicated,
consequently, we have a larger stock of crockery than la uaually car
rfed In an exclusive china store, and to unload part of It Immediately,
we are offering it at 20 per cent o fffor cash for the next ten days. If
you are In need of hotel dishes, water sets, dinner met, or odd pieces.
It will pay you to Invsstigate our stock. 8EE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.

PAGELEVEN.

MOTHER

heavy.

In

35 cents, Sale Price, each

STAR RETT'S MACHINIST TOOLS
ATKINS SAWS
STANLEY PLANES
JENNINGS s IRWIN BITS

LATEST PICTURES OF
ADMIRAL TOGO AND FAMILY

f

jp--

Sporting Goods

a

WELCOME

Friend

Mothers'

RIFLES
WINCHESTER RIFLES
WINCHESTER SHOT GUNS
COLTS REVOLVERS
SMITH oV WESSON REVOLVERS
AMMUNITION, ALL KINDS

HARNESS

OF

Blouse

Waists

25c

Mother's
Friend
Blouse CA
Waists, on Sale this week at...3vC

Canned
Coffees,

STAPLE

THE ADMIRAL'S THREE SONS AND DAUGHTER.

Free Delivery

Orders Solicited.

Smoke the White Lily Cigar

113

City Undertake

FIVE

TEI2D STREET

T

tores

inger

All

MARKET

liieiniwi

mil

N. TE1CD ST.

MASONIC BUILDING,

Watches for Boys and Girls

B. A. SLEYSTER

DEMING
Spruce st.

for the

Kansas City Weekly Journal.

S. Second st.

SANTA FE

ROOM S, CROMWELL BLOCK.
Automatic Telephone, 174.

Tbe Flats
LAS VEGAS

M.DRAGOIE

522 Sixth st.

;

t t

1 1 KV) ITT1 irrSTTTTT ie
QUICKEL & BOTHER Proprietors.

S

NOTARY PUBLIC.

v

DHALKK

IN

West Copper Ave.

tllttttttlt I ZEIGER CAFE

ESTATE,

REAL

BERGER

tSAAlAtXEEtASAS,SaS.JEttt

INSURANCE.

ROSVELL
104 E. Second sk

ALBUQUERQUE
218

114

"EMPRESS."

MADAME TOGO.

FREE! FREE! FREE!

IV1.

frssh and salt

of

Meats. Steam Sausage Factory.

at

in NEW MEXICO

kinds

R
THE HAPPY HOUSEWIFE
Who takes pride !,i her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She know her
biead will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful,
and
her cakes, pica and pastry dainty,
delicate and light

Rllroad Ave.

W.

1- -2

J

CLUB BCJILDINO.

CIGARS

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO,

)

OFFER TO BOYS.
Any boy who will secure ten new
City
subscriptions for the Kansas
Weekly Journal at 26c per year each,
making a total of S2.60, and will send
the full amount to us, together with
the names and addresses, we will
mail to his address, postpaid, a
beautiful watch, named "The Pride."
Description as follows: '
"The Pride" Is a model
stem sot. stem wind, lever escapement watch with nickel finished
movements. The case is finished in
nickel, engine turned with Bhleld design in center, and is fully guaranteed for one year, under ordinary
usage.
OFFER TO' GIRLS.
Any girl who will secure ten new
subscriptions for the Kansas City
Weekly Journal at 25c each, making
a total of $2.50, and will send to us
the full amount, together with the
names and addresses' we will mall to
her address, postage prepaid, a
beautiful watch called the "Lady
Juliet." Description as follows:
The "Lady Juliet" is a
stem-winstem-se- t
open-facewatch.
It has a snap back bezel, plain polished case with milled edge.
The case is finished In gold, and
the movement is gold finished and is
fully guaranteed for one year, under
ordinary usage.
Write names and addresses plainly,
and send money by postofflce order
or draft and address all communications to the Kansas City Journal,
Kansas City, Mo.
Please take note that names must
be tent In. all in one Hat and money
must be sent with them, or we can-hsend you the premium.
THE KANSAS CITY JOURNAL,
Kansas City, Mo.

COMMERCIAL

JOEL RICHARDS,

I)

For Getting Snoscriptions

I

Street

Hllleboro Creamery Butter Best en
Earth.

MEN'S SADDLES
LADIES' SADDLES
BOYS' SADDLES
TEAM HARNESS
BUGGY HARNE8S
BRIDLE8. WHIPS
STRAP WORK, ETC, ETC.

i

WXn4'$k

GROCERIES

FANCY

AND

BORDERS
Funeral Director
and Em balmcr

Am

Imbeden'e Granite Flour.

SADDLES

AND

Residence Auto. Ttaone No. 200

Bell 'Phone No. 115

& GO.

F. G. PRATT

214 South 8econd

(

SALE

A'lto, 'Phone No. 316

Established In 1882.

C?

-

THIS

Sale

SAVAGE

I'D

i4h

ton Belt; worth regular 25c;
Pr'ce, each

MAY DOLE HAMMERS

Bole Agents
for Casino
Goods., J as. Heekln A Co'

'

Madras and Gingham Waists
in
neat, dainty stripes, n all colors.
Every waist has the removable But-

OF A BOY
WILL

25o

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
,

FINE REST A UK ANT IN CONNECTION
Finest Whiskies, Imported and Domestic Wines and
Cognac.
The coolest and highest grade of lager served.
Finest and best imported and domestic Cigars.

eieeeeetSee.sleCseCT1lrir

General Merchandise

e,

ADMIRAL

RAILROAD

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, an
All Kinds of Freeh Meat
No. SOO Nortb Broadway.
Corner Washington Avenue.
New Meiloo
Albuquerque,

LooK for the Singer Sign

TOGO

NOTES

when in need of a Sewing Machine or Supplies.
Needles for all maKes of Sewing Machines

six-siz-

ot

post-offic-

e,

how-ave-

LIVERY, SALE. FEED AND
AVISO DE EJECUTOR,
Aviso es por estaa presences dado, que
el abajo firmadoJose E. Chaves, fue en
el dla 8 de Junlo. A. D. 1905, deblda- mente nombrado por la Honorable
Corte de Pruebas del Condado de Va
lencia, Nuevo Mexico, Ejecutor del
estado de Felipe Chaves. dUunto. ultl- mamente del Condado de Valencia,
Nuevo Mexico.
Todas las personas que tengan
en contra de dicho estado de
Felipe Chaves, dlfunto, son por estas
presentee requerldas y notlflcadas de
presentar
las mlsmas dentro del
tierapo requerido por ley. Y tamblen
todas las personas que deban a dlc'oo
estado son por eBtas presentes
de ininedlstamente pagar las
mlsmae al abajo firmado.
JOSE E. CHAVES,
EJecutor del Estado de Felipe Chaves,
difunto.
Helen, N. M., Junto 12 de 1905.

NOTICE OF EXECUTOR.
Notice is hereby given that the executor, Jose E. Chaves, was on the 8th
day of June, A. D. 1905. duly appointed by tbe Honorable Probate
Court In and for Valencia county, New
Mexico, executor of tbe estate of Felipe Cbaves, deceased, late of Bel en,
Valencia county. New Mexico.
All persons having claims against
tbe said estate of Felipe Chaves, deceased, are hereby notified and required to present the same within the
time required by law. Also all persons Indebted to said estate are hereby
notified to forthwith call upon tbe undersigned to pay the same.
JOSE E. CHAVES.
Executor of tbe estate of Felipe
Cbaves, Deceased.
Belen, N. M.. June 12. 1905.
Kodol Dyspepsia Cure
Digests all classes of food, tones and
tie stomach and , digestive
trrrtihens
Curee Lyspepsla. Indigestion,
re's us
tlton h Troubles, and makea rich blood,
and etrengta. Kodol Pyspepela
O.
Cure rebuilds wornout tlasuea. Gov.says:
Uumnm, ef Want Virginia,
of
"I have used a number of bottlee
Kodol Pysyepsia Cure and have found
It to be a very effective, and. Indeed, a
powerful remedy for stomach ailments,
aVeS
at te say
fby recommend
all drugtsta- h

f"aa

GENERAL REPAIR KOP.
a general repair abop
street, back of Wai-ton'drug store, and aoUcat the trade

I have opened
oa Boutfc Third

of the cUy.

s

h. H. SHOEMAKER.

Energy all gone? Headache? Stomach out of orderf Simply a case of
torpid liver. Burdock Blood Bitters
will make a new man or woman of(
you.

HOLLENBECK

C. B1L1CXE

CENTRAL

HOTEL
JNO.
MITCHELL
S.

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

LOCATION.
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS
Reasonable Price
Splendid Restaurant
,
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
New Mexicans and ArlxonUna spending the eummer
on the
beeches sre welcome to the uk .of our Ladlee' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and
writing materials frse. Ladles. and children welcome.
Ail Depot cars stop at the H ollenbeck. Elect do excursion
end
be son cars pass the door.

,

Sewing Machines Rented or Exchanged W.LTriniWe&C

John Salutherback, day foreman of
the lead engine in the local yards, returned last night from an extended
visit to his old home In Kansas.
Superintendent E. J. Gibson, of the
WARM WEATHER HELPS
Winslow division, and Trainmaster
Lupton, after spending yesterday In GET RID OF YOUR CATARRH BY
the city In conference with a party of
USING HYOMEI NOW.
high omciais of the Santa re, re
to
night.
Winslow
turned
last
Everyone who has catarrh should
H. S. Lutz, agent for the Santa Fe take advantage of the warm weathat Santa Fe, who was recently pro er to get rid of this annoying and dismoted to the position of agent In tressing disease. The right treatment,
in May or June,
this city, to succeed F. L. Myers, who faithfully followed,
was transferred to Wellington, Kan., will benefit muCh more quickly than
will arrive in the city Monday and In the winter and early spring.
Do not try to cure catarrh of the
assume his duties on July 6.
e e
head and throat by taking drugs into
Word reaches the city of the death the stomach. It cannot be cured in
of Mrs. N. H. Morrison, wife of Dr. that manner. Tbe only way In which
Morrison, chief surgeon on the Santa this too common disease can be cured
The end came the is through a direct application
of
Fe coast lines.
middle of the present week and was Hyomel that will kill the germs of
indirectly the result of a street car catarrh and prevent their growth.
accident of a year ago, in which her
The first day's use of Hyomel will
Dr. Morrison how a decided Improvement,
skull was fractured.
and
was In the city yesterday with his In a short time, especially If used
year,
will
children en route to Chicago.
season
of the
at this
there
be no further trouble from catarrh.
"GOLDEN STATE LIMITED"
STEAM DYE WORKS.
You take no risk In buying Hyomel.
Dye The complete outfit costs but one dolSteam
Albuquerque
The
THE MOST PERFECTLY APPOINT.
Works, Just started ai'No. 206 West lar, and if after using you can say
ED TRAIN IN AMERICA.
treatment has not helped you,
In view of the inci eased popularity Silver avenue, across from the
that
business. J. H.the
Is now ready for
e Co., will return your
O'Rielly
of trains numbered 43 and 44, nore
Dyeing of all kinds of gentlemen and money.
familiarly known as the
ladles' apparel, and work guaranteed
"GOLDEN STATE LIMITED,"
Also hats cleaned
be first-clast has been decided to continue thli to
Cuban Diarrhoea.
Send postal card and U. 8. soldiers wbo served In Cuba durand
rain in
transcontinental service calls blocked.
ing the Bpenlah war know what this
will be made for work.
hroughout the season, instead of disdisease Is, end that ordinary medicines
M'lLROY & DELEON,
continuing the same with the close of
Uttle more effect than so much
Proprietor. hav
winter tourist travel, as formerly.
water. Cuban diarrhoea la almost as
severe and dangerous as a mild attack
This train, consisting of buffet library
r,
George J. Julliard, of Gallup, of cholera. There la one remedy,
car, standard and tourist sleepers, be- N. Rev.
always ba depended upon
M., says:
that can
"The Chickering Bros",
tween Chicago, Los Angeles, Santa piano
by
following
certifiseen
as
will
be
the
I purchased from you five
from Mrs. Minnie Jacobs of HousBarbara and San Francisco, will be years which
ago la just as good as new. It cate
ton, Texas:
"I hereby certify that
operated daily, on the same schedule stands
and Diarthe climate and stays in tune. Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
my husband of a
is effective during the winter months.
tone Is as good or better than rhoea Remedy ofcured
Cuban
revere
diarrhoea
attack
It will be noted that these schedules The
I purchased it" See one bo? he brought borne from Cuba. wawhich
had
afford the quickest time between when
you buy. Learnard ft Llnde-manfore
several doctors, but they did him no
points In California, Arizona, New
good. One bottle of this remedy cured
Largest
New
Music
Mexico's
Mexico, Texas, and the entire south- Dealers,
him, as our neighbors will testify. I
sell them.
thank God for so valuable a medicine."
west, and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chi.
For sale by all deaisrs.
cago, Cincinnati, Pittsburg, Buffalo,
The Children's Faverrte.
Washington, Philadelphia, New York,
For Courhe, Croup, Whooping Couth,
,
The Question
eto.. On Minute Couch Cure la tb chil- of buying a piano la a big one beBoston. and all points east.
dren
s
eon-taiH
la
favorite.
This
bteeuee
Your liberal patronage the last few
no opiate, la perfectly harmleaa, cause It is to be a member of your
months has assured the popularity of Uatre good nd eurea. Sold by all drug. family for a life time. That la tbe
this traln.and In an endeavor to fur-he-r Slate.
reason we believe It will pay you to
serve you it has been decided to
see our large stock of pianos before
Hundreds
of
every
year
lives
aaved
not discontinue this serrice, as has by having Dr.
you buy.
Thomas'
In
Electric
Oil
teen customary.
LEARNARD ft LfNTJEMANN,
the house just when It Is needed.
Soliciting a continuance
ol your Cures
Mexico's Largest Muslo House.
New
croup,
heals
burns,
cuts,
wounds
patronage, I am very truly yours,
every
of
sort.
A. N. BROWN,
Whooping Cough In Jamaica.
Mr. J. KUey Bennett, a chemist ef
General Passenger Agent, El Paso A
Hello Centra I I am ra dirt from Brown's
Town, Jasaalos, Wss
India
Northeastern System, El Paso, Tex. cellar to carrot. "Well, you want Islands, writes:
l
eaanot speak tee
highly
Cough
of
Thornton.
Remedy.
Chamberlain's
He la the cleaner." With
No Secret About It
proved Iteelf to be tbe bast rosaady
t baa
reasonable. for
It ta o mot, thai far Cut. Burns, competent help. Price
whooping nough. wbloh la prevalent
TJloere, Fever Bare. Sore Eyes, Bulls, Hm both phonea.
Office SOS North on this end ef tbe globe. It fees Sveve
eta., not bins is so effective e ttuekles) e Third street
failed te relieve la any ease where I
Araloa Salve. "It dido I ta'ie tons to
have recommended It; and grateful
eure a tuul eoee 1 hkd, sad U. to all O. iL
Why not co to toe aelcer cafe to. mothers, after oelng k. are dally thank
foe we eyes." vrttaa IX I Orrery, ef
lag sae for advising them." Thai remedy
night and try some of that free lunch T
, Tea. Ue M an a sal era.
Is for sale by all dealers.

M

TRANSFER STABLES.
Horses and Mules boutrht and exchanged. Address W. L. Trimble fi Co.,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
BEST TURNOUTS IN
THE CITY.
SECOND

BETWEEN

STREET.

AND COPPER

HEADQUARTERS

FOR

NEW

MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS

RAILROAD

AiENUES.

Furniture

PIONEER BAKERY
BALLING. Proprietor.
Successor to Balling Bros.

IMON

WEDDING

CAKE

Crockery

SPECIALTY

A

We desire patronage, and wa
baking
guarantee
Albuquerque
S. First Street,
Brst-clas-

207

AND

MERCHANT

s

verythlng Needs
About the House.

TAILOR

HAS OPErNED BUSI
NE88 AT NO. 209 WEST RAIL
ROAD AVENUE.

O. BAMBINI

BORRADAILE

d.

CO., 117 COLD AVENUE.

Checkering

I have opened a merchant tailoring
establishment upstairs over No. 201
West Railroad avenue, and solicit the
The buyer of a CHICKERINO PIANO can never have any regrets
public.
patronage of tbe general
over his purchase, for
will never find a
will
Suits made to order. Clothes cleaned, compare in tone withhe the one be has. Piano of another make that
I
specific
pressed and repaired. The
To be sure they cost a little more than other good Pianos, but that
use will not Injure the cloth. Ladles' is the Inevitable result when you get tbe besL
garments also cleaned, and walking
skirts made to order. Fit guaranteed. Have bad 15 years' experience
In this city. Give me a trlaL

O. BAMBINI.

NOTICE.
Notice Is hereby given that tbe un
dersigned have been appointed eiecu
tors of the last will and testament of
Robert Hanscbild, deceased, by the
probate court of tbe county of Bernalillo, territory of New Mexico. All
persons having claims against the
said estate are hereby notified to file
the eame In the probate court of tbe
county of Bernalillo, or with the un
dersigned executors within one year
from the date hereof, otherwise the
same will toe barred.
OTTO DIECKMAN,
NORMAN U K EM MERER,
Executors of tbe last wll) and testa
ment of Robert lianschiid, deceased.
Dated, June 15, 1905.
o

AND
FRUITS
VEGETABLES.
FRESH EVERY DAY, AT MALOY'S.

P ianos

WE ARE SCLE AGENTS FOR THE CHICKERINO

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
(Kasy Payments)

CEMENT SIDEWALKS
We are now prepared to figure on cement walks. We use first
clssa material and employ competent workmen watch Justifies us In giving you a positive guarantee. Our prices will
sompsre favorably with responsible competition.

N

ii
AUTOMATIC PHONE 711

1
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Local and
Personal

IN THE HOT

You

SUMMER

OLD

TIME

and We Sell

Need

SHOES

COOL
Latest

Generally fair tonight and 8unday.
ARRIVAL

crtatlona of best

manufac-

These shoes are stylish, and
made with a view to the comfort of
alt who wear them. They art dressy,
too, and give a swell effect to one's
general appearance. They are not expensive, either, when you think of
the pleasure they give.
Men's Canvas Shoes
$130 to $3.50
Men's Oxfords
$130 to $4
Men's Shoes
$1.50 to $3.50
Women's Oxfords
$1.10 to $2.75
Women's Slippers
Women's Canvas Oxfords. .$1.25 to $2
Children's Slippers and Ox- $1 to $2
. .fords
90c to $1.75
Barefoot Sandals

turers.

$1-5-

OF TRAINS.

from the rust, 7:30 p. m.
7. from the east, 10:45 p. m.
8, f.om tho west, 6:45 p. m.
2, from the west, 7:63 a. m.
22, from the south, 6:45 p. m.
1,

Next Tuesday, July 4, all barber
shops will cIobo, the eame as on Sundays.
E. W. Kee and wife, of 417 West
Silver avenue, are rejoicing over the
arrival of a baby girl.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Pollock,
of !H6 West lead avenue, a girl. Mr.
I'ollock is a clerk at the Spot Cash
grocery.
S. T. Miller, draughtsman in Architect Sjiencer's office, has gone to
eastern New Mexico fur a couple of
weeks' visit.
Charles E. Dagenette, outing agent
for the United States Indian school in
this city, went to Raton last night
on business.
superintendents John Stein
and J. T. Jacobson arrived from the
west this morning and are guests at
the Alvarado.
John Hay, of the Albuquerque
Steam Laundry, will leave tonight lor
California, where he will spend his
annual summer vacation.
The coyote pup, which The Citizen
mentioned at being at li. Ruppe's drug
stoie, was sold yesterday, and was
shipped last night to Jacksonville,
111., where It will be placed on eihl
bltion.
Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge W. Champion
have returned from Arizona, where
they have mining property, and Mr.
Champion hag again accepted hla old
position with Albeit Faber, the car
pet merchant.
D. O. Grant left last night for Pu
eblo, Colo., and other cities to the
north, after having spent several days
in the city looking after his various
Albuquerque interests. He ' wilt re
turn lu about a month.
Charles V. Safford, traveling territorial auditor, is inspecting the ac
counts of Sandoval county. Because
of the limited accommodations
at
Bernalillo, Mr. Safford is, spending
his nitfnts in the city.
Miss
Blanche La Montte,
who
will open manicuring parlors in room
11, N. T. Armljo building, returned
from Denver last night. Miss La
Montte was engaged In business In
Denver pievlous to coming to Albuquerque.
The other day. In getting off a moving, electric street car, Pedro Sandoval fell to the ground, and in con
Ha-rve-

OantY3X3X0ra
DEPENDABLE FOOD

PRODUCTS.
Are those that have stood the test
of practical experience. In this respect the. groceries we sell are above
aven the breath of suspicion. No
brand that Is at all questionable In
quality can find a place In our store.
Patron favoring us with their ordersg
can depend on us absolutely for
the beet In quality, the
best In flavor and the best in
furn-lnshln-

F. F. TROTTER

ysOPlrtUSMt

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

Noa. 118 and 120 South Second St.

sequence his lert hand Is In bandages. It Is badly sprained, and It will
be several days before the hand can
be used.
of Hon.
O. C. Watson,
Thomas Hughes, deceased, reached
the city last nlnht from Santa Fe, but
owing to sickness, It was impostlble
for Mrs. Watson to accompany aer
husband to the city.
W. H. Moore, who was local manager for the New York Life Insuiance
company, left last night for California, from wblrh place he will go to
liutte, Mont., whore he will take
charge of the Montana branch of the
company.
with
Alfred and Ivan Grunsfeld,
their families, wl.l spend a few days
Hi Whltcomb Springs, going out this
evening and returning to tne city
Tuesday evening. Mr. Alfred Oruns-fel- d
will come to the city on Monday
for the day to attend a meeting of
the county comm'ssloners.
H. K. DI.erly. a Wichita, Kan.,shcep
buyer, who has Invested quite extensively in New Mexico sheep. Is In
the city making preparations for the
shipping of his purchases. The sheep
will be sent to Ponca, O. T., where
they will be fattened for the market.
Waldemar Llndgren, of the United
States geological survey, of Washington, D. C, Is In the city, accompanied
by L. C. Graton, F. C. Schrader, M. R.
Campbell, Whitman Cross, W. H.
Emmons, L. H. Woolsey and O. F.
Kay. A reconnolssanee economic Investigation of the mining districts of
the territory will at once be made by
the party.
, A display of brick, made from shale
found near Alamogordo, may be
seen In the window of B. Ruppe's drug
store. They are of a cream color, and
on Inspection, are found to be of an
excellent quality. A. J. Frank, of
Alamogordo, owns the property upon
which this brick shale Is found, and
Mr. Frank burned the kiln
from
which these samples were taken.

The Joys ot summer: A shady veranda, a hammock and a pair of our
cool shoes.
can't have the first
two, try our cool shoes anyway. C
May's fenoe Store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

HAS A GREAT REPUTATION.
The Clarkrllle coal we sell principally, like- - the Father of Hla Country,
nas a reputation second to none, and
you know. If you've tried It, that lt'a
the best ever burned. Its freedom
qual-ttle- s
g
from Impurities, 1U
and our fairness as to weight and
delivery, entitle us to your patronage.
Remember we guarantee 2,000 pounds
absolutely In every ton leaving our
yard. We also handle all kinds of
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling,

SATURDAY, JULY

Stops Chills.

u

LODGE NOTICES

(TSiUiXIUTU'.)

Cures Cramps.
BARELAS

BASE

A special meeting of Typographical
union will be beld in the office of the
Sellers Printing company, Saturday,
July 1, 1905, at 5 o'clock p. m., to
consider action of union relative to
funeral .of Thomas Hughes. Cbas E.
Starr, President.

The Inrlnelbl Railroad Avenue Clothier, through
foroo ot clroamstanoos, annouacos. tea days oarllor
.
.
than oiaal. tbo
.

Jesus Ma. Chaves, captain and man-ago- r
of the Barelas baseball team,

states that the repojt that the

High-

land Mechanics team bad defeated the
Barelas boys was a mistake, as the
score was 37 to 11, In favor of
Barelas.
The Barelas team Is ready at any
time to meet the Highland Mechanics
team on the Barelas diamond for any
amount of money, and will lay odds
on their team at 3 to 1.
The Barelas team has not been defeated this year, and la considered as
one of the best aggregation of ball
play a. s In this part of the territory,
o
A lunch tuat Is of the toest that Is
In the marxet
The White Elephant
tonight.

GREEN TAG

SALE

Matinee at Traction Park Casino
tomorrow at 2:30 p. m. No reserved
Admission, adults, 25 cents;
Beats.
children, 15 cents. Regular show In
the evening.
Wootten

&

o

Wootten are having

A CLEARANCE SALE OF MEN S AND BOYS'
FUKNISHINOS--

a

a
houses. If you have any
houses for rent, list them with us.
We can rent them. 123 South Tnrd
street. Bell 'phone, 144, black.
flve-roor-

CLOTHING

AND

BEGIN

SALE WE EVER CONDUCTED. IT WILL BE BIGGER THAN
ANY SALE EVER ATTEMPTED
IN THIS
CITY. 8PECIALLY
PROMINENT WILL BE THE BIO PRICE CUTTING ON CLOTH-INPRICES ANNOUNCEMENT' OF WHICH W3LL BE MADE

The Muslin Underwear sale of the
season at The Economist. Read the
ad on page six.
MERCHANTS, ATTENTION.
This is to advise merchants
and
others, that I will not be responsible
for any bill or bills contracted by my
son, Ben All Lounsberry.
R. P. LOUNSBERRY.

nan

TO

SATURDAY, JULY FIRST. LARGER
AND BETTER VALUES. MEW METHODS. INCREASED
FLOOR
SPACE INCREASED SALES FORCE.
WILL
CHARACTERIZE
THIS SALE WILL LIFT IT HEAD OVER HEELS ABOVE ANY

good many calls for three, four and

LATER.

......

'

iPLiuiisnmBEy, ana

Steam and Hot Water Heating
Call and Examine the BEATIFUL
in

All members of Albuquerque Lodge
No. 4G1, and all visiting Elks will
meet at the lodge room at 2 p. m.
sharp, Sunday, July 2, 1905, to at

tend the funeral of Brother Thomas
Hughes.
R. W. D. Bryan, Exalted
Ruler. . Roy McDonald, Secretary.

TEAM

DEFEAT HIGHLAND MECHANICS

Special communication of Temple
Lodge No. 6, A. F. A. M., tomorrow
(Sunday) at 1:30 p. m. Tor the purpose of attending the funeral of our
late Brother, Thomas Hughes. VisitBy
ing brethren cordially Invited.
Robert Abraorder of the W. M.
ham, secretary.
All members of the Aerie are requested to meet at the lodge room
Sunday ' at 2:15 p. m. for the purpose of attending the funeral of Bro.
By order of the
Thomas Hughes.
President.

BALL

1, 19C5.

Simon Stern

son-in-la-

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

Uf4 WEST RAILROAD AVE.

FiVJ'iNINGCrnZEN.

GOODS Dlsplavea

jur oampio stooms

Wholesale and Retail Hardware

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings
HOSE, Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps

Harness, Saddles, Leather,
Ranch Supplies

free-burnin-

DIAMONDS

flffSITT

Sam

M kU ML

M

M

U

m

Please
Remember
YOU
STOCK

HAVE

OF

THE

Room 43

IS-- 1

rirtt Street

17 South

40

FURNITURE TO

And that our Hobby is,
"The Best," $5.00 Down and $5.00 per Month.

0. W. STRONG'S SONS
DINNER .WARE.

Corner Second and Copper Ave.

vacant lots and

will pay you to
purchases. All
ns will receive

OUR

COAL

Successors to Edwards e Fuehr,
307 West Railroad Avenue.
Day or Night
?fth 'Phones.

Is chock full of coal that will gladden
your heart and warm your bouse
when its cold. Fill your bins for
next winter now and avoid the rush.
LOOK

American'' Block coal, the best Gallup
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sites of hard coal.
WOOD
Factory wood, $3.00 full load; Green
2.00 full load.
Mill wood.

Eureka White Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Colo. Phone, 45.
Auto Phone, 416.

Just received a carload of screens!
doors, all sizes and new designs.
Call on us for Lumber, Glaas, Paints,

DON'T FORGET

Oils

and Cement Alse
FLINTKOTE ROOFING.

ttitiiviiiitttnti

lu

io

pns

it

uo

ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER

t

Auto 'Phone - - - 185

& CO
Mcintosh

There lun't a mult among them that you can Und In thle city outelde of our etore
PRICES ON SUITS ARE

$7.50, $8.50, $10.00, $11.00, $12.00. $13.50

Buy a pair ot Swell
Tan Oxford

....

-

E0 Lo
119

AND

$15.00

Mills

OEERING

Aror'

RKA

HEADERS, HAY RAKES
AND TEDDERS.
THEY ARE
MONEY MAKERS and SAVERS.

SOLIO WOOD WHEEL,

PflTQ REVOLVERS

UUU 0 AUTOMATIC

Sif

WINCHESTER

studebaur

Solicited

AND

PISTOLS

mm

SCISSORS AND SHEARS
RAZOR, AND POCKET
KNIVES. BUILDERS' HARDW'R

W!SS

Wasfofnttm Co,

Wast Cold Ave.

MOWERS AND REPAIRS.

DIRECT STROKE. rOR FARM,
RANCH, DAIRY AND SUBURBAN fUM mi NO SYSTEMS.
Write tor Price.

Orders

197

Decring and Buckeye

THE BEST ANO MOST UP TO
DATE MILL ON THE MARKET

Mail

.SO

-

Wm.

Hardware

When You're Hardware
Exclusive
TOO A Y.

A

RETAIL

WHOLESALE

have something no one
else has. It's wonderful how anxious people are to get that something. Perhaps that Is why our
stock of Summer Suits has been leaving us so fast.

O

Colorado 'Phone

Store wilt cloae Saturday at 12
o'clock M., and reopen S p. m.
during July and Auguet.

Eclipse Wind

CO.

Successor to John A. Lee.
First and Marqustte.

PROPRIETORS- -

CHAS. F. MYERS

far REX

V

ItYtttflltltllllll

YARD

rirtt Street

Screen Doors.

e
The Albuquerque Transfer Co.
e bandies any old thing. Call at
BRING YOUR KODAK WORK TO ( No. 110 West Gold avenue. An- U8; WE CAN PLEASE YOU. KO T tomatic 'phone S62. Bell 'phone
DAKS AND PHOTO SUPPLIES. BEB- - e 155 black.
BER OPTICAL CO- - 113 GOLD AVE.

SE-

THE GUNN SECTIONAL BOOK CASES,

Barnett Building.

We have bargains in
Improved property. It
see as before making
business intrusted to
prompt attention

LARGEST

We Have Osier moor Mattresses, $15

i

North

03

Undertaking Company,

& CO.

REAL ESTATE

THE PRICES ARE THE LOWEST.

LINOLEUM.

I 13-- 1

RAILROAD A VENUE

N. PEACH

LECT FROM.

RUGS, FURNITURE,

Leading Jeweler,

The Fuehr

our special RUG
sale is still'on

RANGES,

WM1TMEY CQCVJIPAMY

Watches, Jewelry and Silverware

Both phones.

ACORN

...Largest Stock in the Southwest...

Diamond ire always in order. Vc can talk Diamonds to you at any
time. They are an investment, and a good Investment at the prices we are
selling them, We have some exquisite Diamond Brooches, Solitaire Rings and
Studs, and we are really selling them very, very cheap. Take a look in our
store and price them,

John S. Beaven

mm

....write por prices.;..

lit

S.

Seteua St.

and

Propzrly

Filled
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NEW MEXICO.
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